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Executive Summary
Kazakhstan faces a major challenge of diversifying its economy and achieving higher and
more inclusive growth. To do so, it needs to move up the value chain, raise productivity,
and enhance competitiveness, while boosting job creation across sectors. To address
existing challenges, a long-term development strategy should be able not only to take into
account aggregate social and economic indicators, institutional variables and the regulatory
framework, but also to address a major driver behind economic growth: knowledge.
The concept of Economic Complexity developed by academics from Harvard University
and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology helps measure ‘the productive knowledge’ or
‘capabilities’ that exist in a country. The resulting Economic Complexity Index has a
significant correlation with GDP growth.
Kazakhstan now falls behind Turkey in terms of capability building despite having started
at a relatively higher level in the 90s. To unlock the capability potential of Kazakhstan and
to reduce this gap the country now needs to move up the value chain and produce more
complex products.
 How are knowledge-based capabilities developing in Kazakhstan?
 Which regions are driving the capability development of Kazakhstan today?
Which regions will drive future capabilities?
 Based on regional-specific patterns identified, which public policies should apply
in the short and long term?
To address those questions, Whiteshield Partners adjusted and enhanced the Economic
Complexity approach and algorithm to identify relevant trends at the sub-national level by
collecting, refining and analysing data for 16 regions over a ten year period.
Based on the Regional Capability Index and Capability Development Model, regions of
Kazakhstan fall into three capability development performance clusters: (1) ‘Winning’,
(2) ‘Stagnating’ and (3) ‘Losing’. The “Winning” cluster, which drives capability
development in the country, only represents a quarter of regions and a fifth of the cumulated
Gross Regional Product (GRP) of all regions1. On the contrary, the ‘Stagnating’ cluster
represents 64% of GRP and the ‘Losing’ cluster 17% of GRP.

1

Note: cumulated GRP by regions doesn’t sum to the GDP of the country
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In order to address this imbalance, specific policy and business barriers as well as possible
policy options were analysed in detail for three pairs of regions:


Almaty Province (‘Winning’ cluster) vs. South Kazakhstan (‘Losing’ cluster);



Karagandy vs. Pavlodar (both ‘Stagnating’ cluster);



Atyrau (‘Winning’ cluster) vs. West Kazakhstan (‘Losing” cluster).

For each of the six regions, future prospective products (‘missing products2’) were identified
in all key ‘knowledge’ sectors like machinery, chemicals and metallurgy. The results of the
Regional Capability Development Index, Model and case studies were further aggregated to
provide a set of overall policy recommendations. Those policies aim at addressing the
specific capability gaps at the regions’ level and ultimately at enhancing the competitiveness
of Kazakhstan.
Three strategies – “Rescue”, “Leverage” and “Innovation” – were specifically designed
for different groups of regions based on their performance in the Regional Capability Index
(RCI) over the last decade. Regions from the ‘Losing’ cluster need to apply targeted
horizontal and vertical policies to enhance the complexity of existing sectors building on
existing comparative advantages. ‘Stagnating’ and ‘Winning’ regions with a low RCI base
need to focus on general horizontal policies to support diversification in all directions.
Finally, ‘Stagnating’ and ‘Winning’ regions with high RCI base need to focus on innovation
and moving up the value-chain in the sectors with comparative advantages.
A set of specific policy instruments is then put forward with a need for the government to
adopt the RCI index as a monitoring tool, focus on five cities at the national level and
include proposed capability-based reforms in the foreseen regional development strategy.

2

Note: ‘Missing products’ are products with high proximity to existing Revealed Comparative Advantages
of a region and with high Product Complexity Index. For more details please see Appendix 5.2-5.3
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Introduction: regions play a key role in developing Kazakhstan’s
capabilities and economic growth
1.1. One of the key challenges facing Kazakhstan: regional diversification and
achieving more inclusive growth

Kazakhstan is still a country that actively needs to diversify its economy despite past
efforts. Kazakhstan is an upper-middle-income country with a total population of 17
million people and GDP of US$ 232 bln in 2013.3 Its export accounts for 38% of GDP
and import is estimated at 27% of GDP in 2013.4 The country is traditionally strong in
mining, metallurgy, chemical industry, mechanical engineering and agriculture. Mineral
resources account for 80% of the country’s export.
Kazakhstan faces a challenge of diversification and achieving more inclusive and
sustainable growth. To do so it needs to develop tailored public policies to build or
strengthen knowledge-based capabilities at the regional level. With sixteen ‘akimats’ – or
regions - some larger than United Kingdom in terms of area – and widely different
economic profiles such policies should be tailored and specific.
At the regional level, five related challenges remain to be addressed: (1) Disparities in
Gross Regional Product per Capita, (2) Income and Poverty discrepancies, (3)
Overdependence on Export of natural resources in extracting regions, (4) Unequal
access to Investment, (5) Uneven development of Service sector.
Challenge 1: Disparities in Gross Regional Product Per Capita5
Most country’s GDP is concentrated in the administrative cities of Astana and Almaty,
the main oil-extracting region of Atyrau and the industrial regions of Karagandy and
South Kazakhstan. In total, they accounted for 55% of the cumulated GRP in 2013.

3

Source: Committee of Statistics of the Ministry of National Economy of the Republic Kazakhstan, Kazakhstan today 2013
http://stat.gov.kz; World Bank, Kazakhstan overview 2013, http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/kazakhstan
4
Source: Committee of Statistics of the Ministry of National Economy of the Republic Kazakhstan, Kazakhstan today 2013
http://www.stat.gov.kz/faces/wcnav_externalId/publicationsCompilations?_afrLoop=332541456160683#%40%3F_afrLoop%3D3325
41456160683%26_adf.ctrl-state%3Dogrr3kjhe_29
5
Source: Here and after, if nothing else is noted - CSRK, stat.gov.kz.
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Despite moderate convergence over the last decade, regional discrepancies in GRP per
capita remain exceptionally high. The difference in nominal GRP per capita between the
top and the bottom regions was more than ten times in 20026 versus eight times in 20137.
Figure 1. Nominal Gross Regional Product per capita, K KZT, regions of
Kazakhstan, 2002 and 20138
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Challenge 2: Income and Poverty discrepancies
In 2013, average nominal wage in Kazakhstan was 3.2 times above the subsistence level9.
This ratio varies greatly across the country, standing at 6.2 for Atyrau versus 2.2 for
South Kazakhstan.
Over the last ten years, most regions experienced an increase in income and decrease in
poverty. Over 2001-2013, poverty10 decreased from 47% to about 3%. However,
6

Note: 866 thousand Kazakhstan tenge (KZT) for Atyrau vs. 85 thousand KZT for Jambyl
Note: 6.4 million KZT for Atyrau vs. 791 thousand KZT for South Kazakhstan
8
Source: Committee of Statistics of the Ministry of national economy of the Republic Kazakhstan (CSRK) stat.gov.kz
9
Note: Subsistence wage is the lowest wage upon which a worker and his family can survive
10
Note: Assuming the national poverty line
7
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discrepancies remain high, with poverty rate in 2013 being the highest in South
Kazakhstan and the lowest in Astana11.
Figure 2. Ratio between the average nominal wage and the subsistence wage (left)
and Poverty rate (right), regions of Kazakhstan, 201312
Ratio between an average nominal wage and a
subsistence wage, 2013
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Challenge 3: Overdependence on Export of natural resources
Oil and gas extraction accounts for 50% of the country’s industry. 13 Moreover, oilextracting regions, Atyrau, Mangystau, West Kazakhstan, Aktobe and Kyzylordy,
accounted for 73% of Kazakhstan’s export in 201314 while non-extracting regions like
Pavlodar, Akmola, Almaty Province, North Kazakhstan and Jambyl account for only 3%.

11

Note: Poverty stands at 6% for South Kazakhstan vs. 0.5% for Astana
Source: Committee of Statistics of the Ministry of national economy of the Republic Kazakhstan (CSRK) stat.gov.kz
13
Note: 9.0 bln KZT out of 17.8 bln KZT
14
Source: CSRK, Customs, Whiteshield calculations
12
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Figure 3. Mining industries in total industry, regions of Kazakhstan, 201315
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Challenge 4: Unequal distribution of investment
In 2013, five regions received 50% of the total investment in fixed capital (FCI)16. In
particular, Atyrau, received 17% of the total FCI, which is ten times more than that for
North Kazakhstan.
Moreover, mining and quarry industries are the preferable areas for foreign investment,
with five extracting regions - Atyrau, Aktobe, Karagandy, Kyzylordy and Mangystau –
attracting 62% of all investment in fixed capital from abroad.

15

Source: Committee of Statistics of the Ministry of national economy of the Republic Kazakhstan (CSRK) stat.gov.kz
Note: Fixed Capital is that portion of the total capital outlay that is invested in fixed assets (such as land, buildings, vehicles, plant
and equipment)
16
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Figure 4. Total investment in fixed capital, MN KZT (left) and Investment in fixed
capital from abroad (right), MN KZT, regions of Kazakhstan, 201317
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Challenge 5: Uneven development of the Service sector
The services sector has been growing at the national level at the compound average
growth rate (CAGR) of 23%18 during 2002-2013. However, this growth varies across the
country. For example, cities of Almaty and Astana account for more than 50% of service
production of the entire country. The difference between the top and the bottom regions
in terms of service sector size was 32 times in 2013 compared to 20 times in 2002.

17
18

Source: Committee of Statistics of the Ministry of national economy of the Republic Kazakhstan (CSRK) stat.gov.kz
Source: Whiteshield calculations on the data of CSRK, sta.gov.kz
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Figure 5. Regions’ services sector size as % of total Kazakhstan’s services, 2002 and
201319
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1.2. Public policies in Kazakhstan: The need to further support innovation and
knowledge-based development strategies.

To address these challenges, the Government of Kazakhstan has put regional
development at the core of its policy reform agenda. The main bodies supervising the
reforms are the Ministry of National Economy (MNE) and the Ministry of Investment
and Development (MID).
The Ministry of National Economy is the main body responsible for the implementation
of the Strategy 205020, the main policy document announced by the Government in
November 2012. The Strategy 2050 sets general goals for the development of
Kazakhstan, including industrial, innovation and infrastructure development.
The MNE is also the main body responsible for the implementation of the Regional
19
20

Source: Committee of Statistics of the Ministry of national economy of the Republic Kazakhstan (CSRK) stat.gov.kz
Source: http://www.akorda.kz/ru/page/page_poslanie-prezidenta-respubliki-kazakhstan-lidera-natsii-

nursultana-nazarbaeva-narodu-kazakhstana
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Development program 2020 (RD program). The RD program includes three aspects: (1)
stimulation of employment, (2) implementation of new innovational technologies in all
spheres of the economy, (3) construction and reconstruction of socially important
objects21. Among priority programs are the “Employment 2020”, “Productivity 2020”,
“Ak-bulak 2020” (aimed to supply all regions with fresh water), “Education development
program 2020”, “Business road map 2020”, “National healthcare development program –
Salamatty Kazakhstan 2020” and “Affordable housing 2020”22.
The MID is responsible for the development and realization of the Government Program
on Forced Industrial and Innovation Development (FIID), which aims at accelerating the
economy diversification and is a part of the industrial policy of Kazakhstan in terms of
innovation.
The first phase of the program, FIID 2010-2014, gave positive results, including twofold
increase in the share of active innovative companies, threefold increase in the
expenditures on technological innovations and the volume of innovative production.
However, the country’s innovation performance at the global level remains rather poor.
In 2014-2015, Kazakhstan kept the 50th position among 144 economies in the World
Economic Forum Global Competitiveness Index (GCI)23, with the limiting constraint
being innovation24 (84th place).
The MID is also the central operating body to create and regulate the Special Economic
Zones (SEZ)25 of Kazakhstan. Currently there are 10 SEZ in the country, including, for
example, the SEZ “Ontustik” in South Kazakhstan aimed at developing textile industry
or the SEZ “Pavlodar” created to develop petrochemical industry.
However, the impact of these initiatives remains to be assessed at the regional level.

21

Including educational, healthcare and sport, park zones and other objects
Source: Regional development program 2020, Ministry of National economy of RK http://economy.gov.kz/economyabout/249/
23
Source: http://www.weforum.org/reports/global-competitiveness-report-2014-2015
24
Note: Innovation sub-index includes the following pillars: capacity of innovation, quality of scientific research institutions,
company spending on R&D, university – industry collaboration in R&D, government procurement of advanced technology products,
availability of scientists and engineers, PCT patent applications
25
Source: Ministry of foreign affairs of RK, Special economic zones - http://www.mfa.kz/images/block-inmain/invest/specialjnye_ekonomicheskie_zony_respubliki_kazahstan-2013.pdf
22
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1.3. A gap in developing capability-driven policies at both national and regional levels

To address the existing regional challenges and build long-term comparative advantages,
policy makers in Kazakhstan, when preparing the country’s development strategy, should
not only take into account aggregate social and economic indicators, institutional
variables and the regulatory framework, but also address the major driver behind
economic growth: knowledge26. The novel and innovative concept of Economic
Complexity put forward by Hausmann and Hidalgo27 proved to be one of the most
promising approaches to turn such ‘intangible’ concepts as knowledge and capabilities
into sources of comparative advantages and measurable units of analysis.
"For a complex society to exist, and to sustain itself, people who know about
design, marketing, finance, technology, human resource management, operations
and trade law must be able to interact and combine their knowledge to make
products. These same products cannot be made in societies that are missing parts
of this capability set. Economic complexity, therefore, is expressed in the
composition of a country’s productive output and reflects the structures that
emerge to hold and combine knowledge"28.
Using an analogy with the game Scrabble29, Hausmann and Hidalgo propose to measure
the complexity of the economy by the multiplicity of useful knowledge embedded in it
(See Figure 6). In modern societies, large amounts of productive knowledge are
distributed among their members. To make use of them a country should have proper
institutions, organisations and markets to put all these parts together.

Source: OECD (2011), “Measuring Innovation”, Paris: OECD
Source: Hausmann, Hidalgo et al. (2011), “The Atlas of Economic Complexity”, Harvard, MIT. Note: According to the authors
calculations, the Economic Complexity Index accounts for 15.1 percent of the variance in economic growth during the 1996-2008
period vs. the World Governance Indicators combined including government effectiveness, regulatory quality, rule of law, voice and
accountability, political stability or control of corruption which only account for 1 percent. ECI also has a 0.75 percent correlation
coefficient with GDP growth.
28
Source: R. Hausmann , C. Hidalgo et al (2011), “The Atlas of Economic Complexity”, Harvard, MIT
29
Following Hausmann et al, “In scrabble, players use tiles containing single letters to make words. For instance, a player can use the
tiles R, A and C to construct the word CAR or ARC. In this analogy, each product is represented by a word, and each capability, or
module of embedded knowledge, is represented by a letter. We assume that each player has plenty of copies of the letters they have.
Our measure of economic complexity corresponds to estimating what fraction of the alphabet a player possesses, knowing only how
many words he or she can make, and how many other players can also make those same words”.
26
27
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Figure 6. Economic Complexity explained with Scrabble30
The main objective of the Economic Complexity approach: to infer the level of productive
knowledge of a country driving its comparative advantages based on its production
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To illustrate the above: to export frozen vegetables a country should possess knowledge
not only about cultivation, but also about fertilisers, technologies of packing and storing
frozen products, as well as management, marketing and logistics. One cannot measure all
these different types of ‘productive knowledge’ explicitly and aggregate them into one
indicator without losing most of the information. The Economic Complexity approach
does not attempt to do this either. By contrast, given information that a country exports
frozen vegetables with comparative advantage it infers that this country has all required
capabilities in place (for more details see Appendix 5.2.).
Why does it matter? Because data on the productive knowledge of a country or region
(i.e. capabilities) is used to identify and address (1) development scenarios and (2)
capability gaps, and related relevant public policies:
1- Identifying possible future scenarios and predicting growth: The level of
accumulated productive knowledge is a good predictor for economic growth. Hausmann
and Hidalgo demonstrated that Economic Complexity Index explains 75 percent of the
variance in income per capita in the countries with mineral resources standing at less than
10 percent of GDP, and accounts for 15 percent of the contribution to the variance of
30

Source: Whiteshield Partners based on C. Hidalgo, R. Hausmann et al (2011):“The Atlas of Economic Complexity”, Harvard, MIT
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economic growth31 across all countries over 1996-200832. Effectively, the accumulation
of productive knowledge drives economic growth.
2- Identifying and addressing capability gaps through targeted policies: Given its
current level of productive knowledge, a country should focus on developing new
products that require similar sets of capabilities. The lack of essential capabilities or
mechanisms to combine various types of productive knowledge can be addressed through
targeted industrial policy instruments like sector competitiveness strategies or through
horizontal policies. The latter ranges from hard infrastructure investments or human
capital development to lighter business climate improvement strategies covering access
to finance, business linkages or industrial zones. The main benefit of the approach is in
assessing knowledge drivers and thus most relevant policies to apply.
With this context, where does Kazakhstan stand with regards to capability building?

1.4. Kazakhstan is underperforming in terms of capability building compared to its
regional peers

Economic Complexity – accumulation of productive knowledge – is closely linked to
manufacturing exports: a country acquiring new productive knowledge can expand its
production and increase the share of manufacturing in the total merchandise exports. The
reverse is also true: increased manufacturing as a share of exports also facilitates
knowledge accumulation. In Kazakhstan, the Economic Complexity Index has been
declining since 1996 with several ups and downs over the last five years while the share
of merchandise exports has been monotonously decreasing over all reference period
(Figure 7). In parallel, Turkey33, which started with a lower Economic Complexity Index
than Kazakhstan in the 1995, was able to out-perform Kazakhstan both in terms of
economic complexity and the share of manufacturing export.

31

Note: Hausmann et al compared the contribution to economic growth of the Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGIs) and
economic complexity by estimating a growth regression where all of the WGIs and the Economic Complexity Index were used as
explanatory variables. The contribution of each variable was estimated by taking the difference between the R2 obtained for the
regression using all variables and that obtained for the regression where this variable was removed
32
Source: R. Hausmann, C. Hidalgo et al (2011):“The Atlas of Economic Complexity”, Harvard, MIT
33
Turkey was selected as a fast-developing regional peer with different export structure and capability development trends. Over a
decade, Turkey outperformed Kazakhstan by such indicators as WEF Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) and Economic Complexity
Index. Turkey and Kazakhstan were ranked 51st and 71st by the GCI in 2005 and 45th and 50th in 2014 respectively. Source: World
Economic Forum Global Competitiveness Reports http://www.weforum.org/reports
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Figure 7. a. Manufactures exports as the % of merchandise exports in 1995-2013
(top) and b. Economic Complexity Index 1995-2013 (bottom)34

1.5. Mapping and identifying regional capability gaps and possible policy responses

Whiteshield Partners has extended the Hausmann and Hidalgo approach to the analysis of
capabilities at the sub-national level by aligning global level information on product
complexity with regional level export data and assessing capabilities of the regions of
Kazakhstan in 2003-2014. Our research is based on collection, triangulation and analysis
of comprehensive national and regional export data complemented by the analysis of
business constraints35, intellectual property development and scientific publications
trends.
This approach uses a combination of three units of analysis: capabilities, value-chains
and territories (or regions). It aims at guiding policymakers and investors in the
identification and improvement of capability and innovation opportunities in Kazakhstan
at the regional level by addressing the following questions:

34

Source: World Bank database, 1994-2013,
http://databank.worldbank.org/data/views/variableSelection/selectvariables.aspx?source=world-development-indicators#s_m,
Observatory of Economic Complexity https://atlas.media.mit.edu/en/rankings/country/, Whiteshield Partners analysis
35
Note: based on Business Environment and Enterprise Performance Survey
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1- Why are products and sectors of Kazakhstan not moving up the value-chains fast
enough vs. peer countries like Turkey?
2- Which regions are driving the productive knowledge of Kazakhstan? What is
their relative role in contributing to this productive knowledge and how did their
role evolve over time?
3- Which regions are driving the diversification of the country? Which ones have
created new productive knowledge over the reference period?
4- Based on all previous analysis, what vertical and horizontal policies36 can
address specific capability gaps in the regions of Kazakhstan and improve their
future performance?
The decision-tree below highlights the approach taken by Whiteshield Partners to address

A capability-based
approach decision tree was developed for
the above questions and identify region-specific public policy recommendations:
the case of Kazakhstan focused on 5 key questions
37
Figure 8. Capability-based approach decision tree: the case of Kazakhstan
Overall methodology used for the project
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Source: Whiteshield Partners analysis

36
37

Horizontal policies imply policies applied across the country, while Vertical policies refer to sectors and industries.
Source: Whiteshield Partners
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2. Regional Capability Index and Capability Development Model:
Three clusters of regions requiring different sets of public policies.

In order to address the five key questions on the decision tree above (see Figure 8), one
has first to understand the basic concepts underlying the analysis.
For a country to be competitive, it has first to develop a diversified economy (i.e., export
many products with Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA)). RCAs are indicators of
relative trade performance of countries in particular products. By definition taken from
Balassa (1965), a country is considered to have a Revealed Comparative Advantage in
some product p if the share of p in the country’s export is above its share in the total
world export. The more RCAs the country has, the more diverse productive capabilities it
possesses. The second imperative is to move up the value-chains in sectors with RCAs
(i.e., improve Economic Complexity Index).
If high number of RCAs implies that the country has capabilities in many sectors
(quantitative measure), high Economic Complexity Index (ECI) indicates that it produces
relatively high-end production in these sectors (qualitative measure).
These two concepts – Diversity (number of RCAs) and Complexity (ECI) - are visually
represented on the Product Space (see Figure 10), a graph with products as nodes and
edges connecting related products38 (see Appendix 5.2). On the Product Space, countries
with high Diversity and Economic Complexity Index have many RCAs in the dense and
central clusters of products, i.e., clusters with high complexity where knowledge
typically spreads faster. Mathematically, positions on the Product Space are expressed by
the Opportunity Value (OV), an indicator reflecting the number of products with high
proximity to the current RCAs of a country and the average complexity of these products.
Opportunity Value of a country will be high, if it has comparative advantages in complex
and highly interconnected clusters of products (like machinery and transportation) and,
therefore, many more areas to apply its existing productive knowledge.
At the regional level, the authors quantified the concepts of complexity and diversity with
more granular data. In particular, export matrix by regions was used for estimation of the
Relatedness between products is measured via proximity – conditional probability that if a country exports product A with RCA, it
also exports product B.
38
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Regional Economic Complexity Index (RECI) and the number of regional Revealed
Comparative Advantages (nRCA). These two indicators reflect productive knowledge
translated into export advantages. Moreover, two additional indicators were introduced to
account for the relative advantages in processing and services.
Capabilities existing in the non-productive sectors cannot be captured by RECI and
therefore are included in the Contribution to Services sector (SC) sub-index. SC reflects
relative advantage of a region in provision of services and is calculated as a ratio between
share of services in region’s GRP and share of services in the cumulated GRP of the
country. SC is close to the definition of Revealed Comparative Advantage for the
manufactures export and can be viewed as RCA is services. RECI and SC are further
combined into the Complexity dimension, while nRCA introduces the Diversity
dimension.
The third dimension – Industrialisation – is assessed by the Contribution to Processing
(PC) variable. PC is calculated in the same way as SC, with services replaced by
processing sector size. PC can be viewed as RCA in processing sector. It reflects relative
importance of processing compared to the other sectors in the region’s economy.
These four sub-indices – RECI, nRCA, SC and PC – were then taken with equal weights
and combined into the Regional Capability Index (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Building blocks of Regional Capability Index and Capability Development
Model39
Key
questions

What are the value-chain /
complexity positions in
existing product sectors?

What are the capabilities in
service sectors ?

Is processing sector
significant?

Is the economy diversified?

Variables

Regional Economic
Complexity Index
(RECI)

Contribution to
Services sector (SC)

Contribution to
Processing sector (PC)

Number of Revealed
Comparative Advantages
(nRCA)

Industrialization

Diversity

Dimensions

Complexity

Regional Capability Index

Overall Index

Overall Index evolution
over time

Capability Development Model

Capability development patterns, clusters of regions
and policy implications for Kazakhstan

As a result, capabilities of the regions were mapped by the Regional Capability Index40
(see Figure 13). Whiteshield Partners then modelled the evolution of the RCI over time
resulting in the Capability Development Model (see Figure 17). Analysis of the future
prospective products (‘missing products’) for the selected regions is provided in
Appendix 5.4.

2.1. Why is Kazakhstan not improving its Product Space positions?

Kazakhstan covers only a small part of the world Product Space and its diversification
decreases even further as reflected by the number of RCAs decreasing from 85 in 200341
to 61 in 2014 compared to the world average of 221 RCAs (Figure 10). The main
obstacle to diversification is an overconcentration on resource-based industries
occupying periphery of the Product Space and being loosely connected to the key product
clusters with high complexity (as reflected by the Product Complexity Index, PCI).
39
40
41

Source: Whiteshield Partners
In the RCI, all sub-indices have equal weights i.e. RCI=0.25*(RECI+CS)+0.25*nRCA+0.25*PC
All indices and Product Spaces of 2003 and 2014 were calculated on data for 2002 and 2013. If nothing else is noted.
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Figure 10.
Product Space positions
of Kazakhstanon
2003
(on Product
the left) versus
2014 (on the
… reflected
in narrowing
the
Space
right)42. Larger bubbles indicate Kazakhstan’s RCAs at the global level. Rectangles
Product Space for Kazakhstan, 2002-2013
enclose bubbles of the same product groups.
Note: big bubbles indicate RCAs, color codes reflect sectors
Reduced number
of RCAs in Basic
chemicals and
fertilizers

Strong capabilities persist
in Metals&Construction
materials

Strong capabilities persist in Salt,
ores, petroleum oil&gas

Lost RCAs in Ships and
boats, Survey
instruments

Reduced number of RCAs in
Leather, wool and cotton
Agriculture and Food
Leather, Textile, Apparel, Footwear
Wood and wood products

Minerals and Fuels
Stone, Glass and Metals
Chemicals, Plastics and Rubbers

Machinery, Transportation and Complex instruments
Miscellanious goods and Services

Source: World Bank, Comtrade, Whiteshield analysis

As seen from Figure 10, Kazakhstan exports salt, ores, petroleum oil and gas, metals and
cement with comparative advantages, with minerals and fuels alone accounting for 81%
of the total export value in 201443. Meanwhile RCAs in some complex categories like
chemicals and fertilizers, machinery and transportation have been lost since 2003.
Current export structure of Kazakhstan implies low positions on the manufacturing
value-chains (reflected in the Economic Complexity Index of the country) and poor
opportunities to improve its positions on the Product Space based on current advantages
(i.e. low Opportunity Value).
Peer comparisons to the EBRD countries in 2014 (Figure 11) reveals that Kazakhstan is
underperforming compared to the EBRD countries in terms of both Economic
Complexity Index and Opportunity Value. On the contrary, Turkey is much more

42
43

Source: UN Comtrade, Whiteshield Partners’ calculations
Source: CSRK, stat.gov.kz
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diversified compared to Kazakhstan44 with multiple advantages in complex sectors like
chemicals, plastics, rubbers and different types of machinery.
Figure 11. Economic Complexity Index versus Opportunity Value45, EBRD
countries, 201446

Figure 12 reveals poor capability building of Kazakhstan over the last five years
compared to the other EBRD countries. Decrease both in Economic Complexity Index
and Opportunity Value means that the country is moving towards the periphery of the
Product Space, away from the complex clusters of products. The opposite pattern can be
observed with other regional peers like Turkey. Indeed, Kazakhstan worsened its
positions on the Product Space over the last decade with many RCAs lost in sectors like
chemicals or metallurgy47. Over the same period, Turkey developed a number of new

44

Note: RCAs in 370 products for Turkey vs. 61 RCAs for Kazakhstan
Note: Opportunity Values estimate a position of a country in product space: a country that exports more complex products or/and
has more connections with other products that it doesn’t export yet, has the higher OV. See Appendix for more details.
46
Source: UN Comtrade, Whiteshield Partners’ calculations
47
Note: Chemicals – 15 to 8 RCAs, Stone, Glass and Metals – 26 to 19 RCAs over 2003-2014
45
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RCAs in ‘complex’ sectors48 with average complexity of the country’s export suite
increasing by 30%.
Figure 12. Change in Economic Complexity Index and Opportunity Values at the
global level, 2009-201449.

2.2. Regional Capability Index: Which regions are driving the capability development
of Kazakhstan today?

Moving from the national to the regional level, how are capabilities distributed across
the country? Which regions can drive capability development in the future and which
ones need special targeted policies to unlock their potential?
The capability development pathway of Kazakhstan is mainly determined by Almaty,
Astana, Almaty Province and Karagandy, which in total account for about 40% of

48

Note: Turkey gained 77 new RCAs, including new advantages in chemical products (ceramic, glass pigments, dye carriers, glues
and adhesives etc), plastics and rubbers (acrylic polymers, cellulose, compounded unvulcanised rubber etc) and machinery
(agricultural machinery, converters, machinery for hide and leather work etc).
49
Source: UN Comtrade, Whiteshield Partners’ calculations
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cumulated GRP. These regions have the strongest capabilities in the country estimated by
the Regional Capability Index 2014 (See Figure 13).
Figure 13. Regional Capability Index 201450 Colour-codes correspond to tiers by RCI.
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The regions were ranked by the Regional Capability Index (RCI) and divided into four
tiers:
Tier 1 - This tier of capability drivers includes the biggest and the most successful
regions: economic agglomeration of Almaty and Almaty Province, the new capital
Astana and the biggest industrial centre Karagandy. In this tier we see four leaders by
each of the four RCI sub-indices.
Ranked 1st by the RCI, the city of Almaty is the leader by the number of RCAs in the
country51 with export varying from low complexity minerals and food to complex
chemicals and machinery. The city is also the second best performing in the country by
the relative advantage in services sector (Contribution to Services). The strong
performance of Almaty results from its former country Capital status, substantial
infrastructure investments, Special Economic Zones and a favourable location close to
the borders with China.
50

Source: Whiteshield Partners analysis. Note: Five regions with diversity (scaled nRCA) below 5 were assigned to RECI score equal
to the middle of the interval [0;5/16*100]. The remaining regions were scaled on the interval [5/16*100;100]. RCI of Kyzylorda
province is not defined by the model due to very low diversity of export in 2014, but it was estimated manually.
51
Note: 268 RCAs in 2014
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The second best region by RCI, Almaty Province leads by the Regional Economic
Complexity Index. The region leverages its advantage of proximity to the city of Almaty,
a so-called ‘oil-drop effect’. Almaty Province is an important producing region, strong in
agriculture, metals (mainly, iron and steel) as well as some machinery, plastics and
organic chemicals.
Number three in the ranking, the city of Astana is more than three times smaller in terms
of processing sector size compared to Almaty52. With RCAs in cereals, glass, plastics,
power-generating machinery and vehicles, the city has moderate economic complexity53.
However, Astana is the leader in the country in terms of contribution to the services
sector indicator (CS): the share of services in region’s GRP is almost three times above
the country’s average.
Finally, the important old industrial centre, Karagandy is the leader in the country by the
size of processing sector54 with a share of processing in the region’s GRP three times
above country’s average. However, with export highly concentrated in a few product
categories, the region has low diversification55.
Tier 2 - This tier contains two types of regions in terms of performance. On the one
hand, Akmola and Jambyl are high-performing small developing regions, which have
shown a distinguished progress in capability development over the last years. On the
other hand, Pavlodar and East Kazakhstan are old and important industrial centres,
ranked 2nd and 3rd by the relative size of manufacturing sector (PC) respectively.
Jambyl ranks 5th on the RCI and leads the tier two regions. One of the smallest and the
poorest regions, Jambyl accounts for only 3% of Kazakhstan’s manufacturing sector.
However, it has a well-diversified manufacturing sector with 31 RCAs in agriculture and
food, 24 in leather, textile and apparel, 12 in stone glass and metals, 11 in machinery and
5 in chemical products. A number of RCAs in complex sectors like machinery,
metallurgy and chemicals determined the above average complexity of the region.
Akmola is ranked 6th by the RCI. With advantages in machinery and metallurgy56, this
small developing region has a strong RECI score. However, 61% of region export
52

Note: Astana accounts for 2% of total Kazakhstan manufacturing vs. 7% for Almaty
Note: Astana is ranked 6th in the country by the RECI
Note: Karagandy produces 23% of total Kazakhstan’s processing
55
Note: With 47 RCAs in metals, minerals and fuels, plastics and rubbers and clothing, the region is ranked 9th out of 16 regions by
diversification dimension.
56
Note: Akmola has 17 RCAs in stone, glass and metals (13% of export) and 7 RCAs in machinery (13% of export)
53
54
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originates from agriculture, therefore its level of diversification is moderate (ranked 7th in
the country).
Pavlodar is ranked 7th. It is the second largest industrial centre in the country. Pavlodar
has RCAs in metals, minerals, fuels, machinery, plastics and rubbers. However, as well
as Karagandy, the region’s export is highly concentrated in a few product categories and
therefore has low diversification score (44 RCAs).
East Kazakhstan is ranked 8th. This is another large industrial region with strong mining,
metallurgy, machinery and food production. With 107 RCAs, the region is more
diversified compared to Karagandy and Pavlodar but with lower economic complexity.
All these three industrial regions also have a low comparative advantage in services (CS).
Tier 3 - This tier consists of the regions that significantly fall behind the leaders by at
least one dimension of the RCI.
North Kazakhstan and Kostanay are ranked 9th and 10th respectively. They have a low
output in industry and services and rather high poverty rate standing at 5% and 3%
respectively. With RCAs in metals, glass and glassware, machinery and textile, North
Kazakhstan has a rather high economic complexity (RECI) but needs to support its
knowledge sectors further to leverage existing capabilities.
Ranked 10th by the RCI, Kostanay is among the main agricultural producers in the
country along with Akmola and North Kazakhstan57. The region has low manufacturing
output, however, its performance is slowly improving with an absolute size of processing
sectors increasing from 3% to 4% of total Kazakhstan manufacturing.
South Kazakhstan is ranked 11th by the RCI. The region is large in terms of GRP and is
ranked 4th by the absolute size of processing sector. However, South Kazakhstan has low
economic complexity and low advantage in services (CS). This most populated region
with the highest poverty rate in the country (6%), South Kazakhstan is quite diversified
(75 RCAs), but with many advantages mainly in low-complexity products like fish, meat
and other agricultural goods. The region is also strong in oil refinery and pharmaceutics,
with processed fuels and chemicals accounting for 65% and 15% of region’s export
respectively. A stronger business environment and support of knowledge sectors could
boost capability development of this high potential region.
57

Note: agriculture accounting for 12%, 16% and 24% of GRP respectively
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Ranked 12th on the RCI, Atyrau is the best performer among extracting regions. This
region is Kazakhstan’s leader by per capita GRP and Fixed Capital Investment58. Few
RCAs of the region are distributed between fuels (accounting for 99% of export),
machinery and metals. With high oil revenues and inflow of investment, Atyrau has
favourable conditions for the development of services being ranked 3rd in the country by
the absolute size of this sector59.
Tier 4 – The last tier only consists solely of the extracting regions - Mangystau, Aktobe,
West Kazakhstan and Kyzylordy, ranked 2st, 6nd, 3th and 4th respectively by the size of
mining sector size. Together with Atyrau, those regions account for 30% of the total
Kazakhstan’s GRP in 2013. All regions in this tier have very low export diversification
with oil accounting for up to 99% of export and hence low economic complexity.
Mangystau ranked 13th on the RCI has the best relative advantage in services compared
to other regions in this tier, but lags behind in terms of manufacturing. Nevertheless, the
region has some RCAs in clothing, ferrous metals and machinery.
Ranked 14th, Aktobe leads in its tier by the size of manufacturing (3% of total Kazakhstan
manufacturing) and diversification (19 RCAs). Apart from fuels, it also exports ferrous
metals, chemicals, minerals and food.
The economy of West Kazakhstan (15th on the RCI) lacks diversification with oil and gas
accounting for 99% of its export. However, the region also has some capabilities in
ferrous metals and agribusiness sectors.
Kyzylordy is ranked 16th. Its industry consists almost entirely of mining sector which
accounts for 92,2% of its export, with just a few RCAs in fuels.
How are capabilities distributed across the country?

58
59

Note: GRP per capita of KAZ 6.4 million versus the average of 2.4 million, 17% of national FCI
It produces 11% of total services in Kazakhstan.
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Figure 14. Regions of Kazakhstan by RCI 201460. Colours correspond to RCI 2014
tiers.

Figure 14 shows that capabilities are concentrated in the eastern parts of Kazakhstan with

clear ‘oil-drop’ effect originating from the cities of Almaty and Astana. The closer the
regions are to the old and new capitals the better they perform in terms of capability
building. Moreover, in the east, there could also be some positive effect from the
proximity to the borders with China, the main trade partner of Kazakhstan. On the
contrary, all extracting regions, concentrated in the west of the country, lag behind in
terms of RCI score.

60

Source: Whiteshield Partners’ analysis.
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Box 1. Cross border impact of the Eurasian Economic Union: How can the Union be
further leveraged?
Regions of Kazakhstan could eventually benefit from reduced border barriers and further
cross-border integration offered by the Eurasian Economic Union. Figure 15 below
represents RCI scores for the regions of Russia based on the Whiteshield Partners and
EBRD (2013) report “Improving regional performance in Russia: a capability-based
approach” Potential cross border capability based strategy could be envisaged. For
example, this could be the case with some top-RCI Russian regions like Novosibirsk
(NVS on the map) and Chelyabinsk (CHE on the map) bordering with North Kazakhstan
and Pavlodar respectively.
Figure 15. A map of regions of Kazakhstan and Russia by RCI 2014 (Tiers)61

Advantages of the Eurasian Economic Union can be further leveraged through
collaboration and knowledge transmission across borders. Figure 16 below gives
examples of knowledge sectors strong in Chelyabinsk and Novosibirsk but nascent in
neighboring North Kazakhstan and Pavlodar respectively. These sectors are potential
areas of cooperation with positive spillover effect.
Source: Whiteshield Partners’ analysis. Note: colours correspond to RCI 2014 tiers. RCI methodology here is slightly different from
the Kazakhstan index and is described in “Improving regional performance in Russia: a capability-based approach ”, F. Farra, N.
Klos, U. Schober, O. Sigalova and A. Zhukov, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (2013)
61
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Figure 16. Advantages in knowledge sectors, bordering Russian and Kazakhstan
regions, 201362
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2.3. Capability Development Model: Based on historical analysis, which regions are
capable to drive complexity in the future?
Moving to the drivers behind regions’ capability development, what clusters of regions
can be identified based on their performance by the Regional Capability Index?

62

Source: Whiteshield Partners analysis
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Figure 17. Regional Capability Index Rank Change 2014 vs 200363

Losing

Ranking by the Regional Capability Index was rather stable over the last ten years.
However, several regions outperformed others by the rates of capability growth. To
highlight the patterns underlying regional evolution over time, the regions were broken
down into three clusters based on their RCI historical performance by the RCI:
1 Losing: East Kazakhstan, South Kazakhstan and West Kazakhstan.
East and South Kazakhstan are large and important manufacturing centres of Kazakhstan
ranked 3rd and 4th respectively by the size of the processing sector

64

. However, their

export structure is biased towards high output of few product categories with low
complexity. Over 2003-2014, this trend became even more pronounced.
For example, in East Kazakhstan, the number of RCAs in power-generating, industrial
and household machinery fell from 22 to 5 in 2003-2014. In the category of basic
chemicals and fertilizers, the export value increased yet is highly concentrated in one HS
4-digit product (radioactive chemical elements and isotopes). As a result, only one RCA
Source: Whiteshield Partners’ analysis. Note: RCI has improved if the rank change is positive (lower rank corresponds to better RCI
score). RCI for Mangystau and Kyzylordy were not assessed in 2003 due to the lack of diversification
64
Note: East and South Kazakhstan account for 12% and 10% of Kazakhstan’s manufacturing sector respectively
63
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was gained in this sector. In the transportation vehicles sector, both export value and
number of RCAs decreased over time. A similar story applies to South Kazakhstan: the
region lost 10 RCAs in stone, glass and metals and 9 RCAs in machinery and
transportation.
In summary, these regions maintained their high contribution to the Kazakhstan’s
processing sector but lack competitiveness to diversify and gain advantages in more
complex products.
The third region in this group is West Kazakhstan with stagnating manufacturing and oil
accounting for 99% of export. The declining position of the region on the RCI ranking is
due to shrinking of services and manufacturing sectors65.
2 Stagnating: Aktobe, Almaty, Akmola, Astana, Kostanay, Karagandy and Pavlodar
The regions above have not significantly changed their performance over the last decade.
The cluster includes the cities of Almaty and Astana that were already highly ranked on
the RCI in 2003. The extracting region Aktobe experienced moderate decrease in
processing sector. The two largest industrial centres of Kazakhstan – Karagandy and
Pavlodar – maintained their strong positions, but with export dominated by the low-end
manufacturing. Finally, Akmola and Kostanay are the two developing industrial regions
with positive capability development trends, which are however not strong enough to
approach the leaders by RCI.
3 Winning: Almaty Province, Atyrau, Jambyl and North Kazakhstan
Almaty Province is among the regions that moved at least two positions up in the RCI
ranking. Proximity to Almaty helped the region to develop at a fast pace. Another
‘Winning’ region, Atyrau, has the highest GRP per capita and fixed capital investment in
the country.
The cases of Jambyl and North Kazakhstan are even more interesting: these small
industrial regions with low GRP per capita and high poverty rates are significantly
improving their RCI positions thanks to improved diversification or concentration in
complex sectors. The tier 2 region, Jambyl produces only 3% of Kazakhstan’s processing
and 1% of services. However, it has increased its number of RCAs from 62 to 106, with

65

Note: West Kazakhstan was ranked 4th in 2003 vs. 9th in 2014 by the SC dimension, its diversification has fallen from 31 RCAs in
2003 to 14 RCAs in 2014.
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new advantages in leather and textile as well as in power-generating, industrial and
household machinery. The average complexity of products exported with RCA increased
by 18%.
The tier 3 region, North Kazakhstan accounts for 2% and 1% of Kazakhstan’s processing
and services respectively. Over 2003-2014, the number of its RCAs has fallen from 61 to
50, with most of its advantages lost in leather and textile. However, new RCAs were
gained in stone, glass and metals.66 Thanks to this specialization in fewer complex
sectors, the complexity of the region’s RCAs grew by 40%. However, the overall RCI
rank of North Kazakhstan is still low (9th in 2014 vs. 11th in 2003), and the increase in
complexity coincides with the loss of diversification. As a result, the relative success of
the region seems unsustainable. Policy makers would need to improve its performance
much further.
Box 2. Potential reasons behind negative capability development trends.
There are two basic groups of factors behind negative capability development. Direct
factors include various barriers to business including access to finance, availability of
skilled workforce or taxation. Indirect factors include governance quality, education and
institutional environment.
Economic Complexity Index (ECI) is an outcome measure reflecting total accumulated
knowledge of a country successfully embedded into its manufacturing process. Based
solely on export statistics, it reflects general human development, innovation
infrastructure and manufacturing competitiveness of a country. ECI 2011 has correlation
of 0,76 with UNIDO Competitive Industrial Performance Index 2010 and 0,77 with
INSEAD and WIPO Global Innovation Index 2014 on the sample of 95 countries and
correlation of 0.82 with United Nations Human Development Index on the sample of 162
countries67.

How do regions with different clusters differ in terms of policy implications?
In order to better understand underlying patterns, three pairs of regions were selected for
the further detailed case-studies based on two criteria (Figure 18):
66

Note: new RCAs gained in aluminium and copper waste and scrap, articles of zinc, glass fibres etc.
Source: United Nations Development Programme http://hdr.undp.org/en/content/human-development-index-hdi, UNIDO
Competitive Industrial Performance Index http://www.unido.org/data1/Statistics/Research/cip.html, Whiteshield Partners analysis
67
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1. Dynamics by the RCI over a ten-year period, i.e. their performance compared to
other regions of Kazakhstan.
2. Size of the processing sector, i.e. Region’s contribution to Kazakhstan’s total
processing sector.
Figure 18. Regional Capability Index Rank Change (2014-2003) versus Relative
size of processing sector68.

In the first pair, Almaty Province and South Kazakhstan are the two most populated
regions in the country with comparable economic structure and diverse processing
sector. The regions are performing differently in terms of capability development with
the Almaty Province originating from the ‘Winning’ cluster and South Kazakhstan from
the ‘Losing’ cluster. In this pair, Almaty Province has diversified and developed
advantages in complex clusters of products. Now the region requires ‘Innovation
strategy’, including better collaboration between universities, companies and research
centres, innovation support and attraction of foreign direct investors in the selected
sectors. South Kazakhstan, on the contrary, has lost many of its RCAs and is increasingly
specialising on the low-end parts of manufacturing value-chains. It requires ‘Rescue
Source: Whiteshield Partners’ analysis. Note: RCI has improved if the rank change is positive (lower rank corresponds to better RCI
score). RCIs for Mangystau and Kyzylordy were not assessed in 2003 due to the lack of diversification. Relative size of processing
sector is a share of region’s processing in total processing of the country, scaled from 1 to 100.
68
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strategy’ implying targeted horizontal and vertical policies to improve complexity and
diversification in sectors with Revealed Comparative Advantages (see Section 4).
In the second pair, Karagandy and Pavlodar are the two largest manufacturing regions
with high influence on the overall performance of Kazakhstan. Both regions fail to create
new capabilities and improve complexity of their export and therefore fall into
‘Stagnating’ cluster. ‘Innovation strategy’ for Karagandy implies more focus on applied
research and scientific collaboration to improve the quality of scientific publications and
increase the number of patents. For Pavlodar, it implies increasing R&D spending and
number of companies involved in R&D, as well as developing competitive research base.
Both regions also need to support their ‘knowledge’ sectors with Revealed Comparative
Advantages.
Finally, Atyrau and West Kazakhstan are two important extracting regions with oil
accounting for 99% of their export. In this pair, Atyrau is attracting more investment and
developing capabilities in services while West Kazakhstan is worsening its capabilitybased performance. Atyrau requires ‘Leverage strategy’ with focus on general horizontal
policies including better access to finance and labour quality as well as broad support of
high value-added services and complex manufacturing. West Kazakhstan, on the
contrary, requires ‘Rescue strategy’ with particular focus on target vertical policies to
support ‘knowledge’ sectors with capabilities’ and horizontal policies to reduce policy
barriers and informal-sector activities.
These three pairs of regions are considered in more detail in Chapter 3 of this report.
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Figure 19. Capability Development model for the regions of Kazakhstan, 2003201469 Bubble size corresponds to non-oil GRP in 2013, colour corresponds to clusters.
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Figure 19 can help to explain the overall poor performance of Kazakhstan on the world
Product Space. Among actual drivers of the economy – tier 1 regions by the RCI – only
Almaty Province managed to diversify its economy and move up the value-chain in
manufacturing. The other regions with high growth on all index dimensions – Akmola,
Kostanay and Jambyl – are all low-base developing regions with small contribution to the
country’s manufacturing. On the other hand, the largest manufacturing regions –
Karagandy, Pavlodar, East and South Kazakhstan – all lost complexity over the reference
period.
The three pairs of regions selected for the in-depth analysis also perform differently by
the dimensions of the index. Almaty Province is complexifying and developing new
capabilities, while South Kazakhstan has lost both diversity and complexity over time.
Atyrau, in contrast to West Kazakhstan, is building capabilities, while both Karagandy
and Pavlodar produce and export more of the traditional sectors’ products.

69

Source: Whiteshield Partners’ analysis.
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Going further, which public policy implications can be inferred from the performance of
the regions by the different sub-indices of the RCI?

2.4. Which regions are complexifying and moving up the value chain?
Within the ‘Winning’ cluster, only Almaty Province confidently improved its
performance both in terms of processing and services sectors. Industrialized regions,
Jambyl and North Kazakhstan, both have high progress in improving export complexity
(with slight improvement in services for Jambyl), while extracting Atyrau developed
services sector (Figure 20).
Figure 20. Regional Economic Complexity Index change vs. Change in Contribution
to services sector 2014-200370. Bubble size corresponds to GRP in 2013, colour
corresponds to cluster.

In the ‘Stagnating’ cluster, attention should be paid to Akmola, Kostanay and Pavlodar.
These three regions have also progressed in terms of economic complexity, but their

70

Source: Whiteshield Partners’ analysis. Note: sub-indices are taken scaled.
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performance is held back by the insufficient diversification and, presumably, high
barriers to business.
On the contrary, all ‘Losing’ regions – East, West and South Kazakhstan - have lost their
complexity over the last decade.
In general, regions with good performance on the Complexity dimension should pay
additional attention to developing tailored horizontal policies. Such policies typically
help to leverage existing capabilities and translate them into higher and more diversified
production output (thus further diversifying the product base). Those policies include
better conditions for business and public-private partnership. On the other hand, regions
with decreasing complexity should pay much more attention to investment in knowledge
economy areas. They should also develop tailored industrial policy with particular focus
on knowledge-based development.

2.5. Which regions are diversifying their economies or ‘producing more of the same’?
Two ‘Winning’ regions, Almaty Province and Jambyl, significantly outperformed all
other regions based on their progress in terms of diversification (See Figure 21, shown
out of scale). High progress both by rate of diversification and capability building put
these regions among the best evolving regions. North Kazakhstan, as discussed before,
increased its complexity because it focused on fewer complex products. As a result its
positioning in the ‘Winning’ cluster seems unsustainable.
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Figure 21. Change in Diversity dimension (scaled number of RCAs) vs. Change in
Contribution to processing sector 2014-200371. Bubble size corresponds to GRP in
2013, colour corresponds to cluster.

Four ‘Stagnating’ regions, Akmola, Karagandy, Kostanay and Pavlodar, demonstrate
strong performance in terms of both diversification and advantage in the processing
sector.
Of these four, two small (in terms of industrial output) developing regions, Akmola and
Kostanay, also show positive dynamics by the economic complexity. These regions have
good chances to become the ‘Winners’, if they successfully address barriers that hold
back growth of output in their processing and services sectors.
Two other regions, Karagandy and Pavlodar, on the contrary, have high industrial output
but an insufficient rate of capability-building. These two regions need to focus more on
their science and innovation strategy, including better patenting and publishing activity
and creating links between academic research and industrial innovation.
71

Source: Whiteshield Partners’ analysis. Note: Almaty Pr. and Jambyl are out of scale, sub-indices are taken scaled.
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In summary, diversifying regions need to focus much further on vertical policies to
identify strong industrial sectors. They should also develop long-term strategies aimed
at removing sectorial policy barriers and moving up the value-chain in these sectors.
These regions should also boost innovation and applied research to move to the next level
of complexity and improve the economic growth of Kazakhstan.
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3. Capability-based case-studies: Identifying specific capability gaps,
policy barriers and recommendations for the selected regions.
3.1. Case study 1. Almaty Province vs. South Kazakhstan: regions with comparable
economic structure yet opposite capability development trends.
General characteristics of the selected regions: why Almaty Province vs. South
Kazakhstan?
Figure 22. Key Indicators for the selected regions72
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Source: stat.gov.kz, Whiteshield Partners analysis
Note: here and below non-oil GRP is GRP with mining (oil and gas, coal, metal ore extracting and etc.) excluded
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Almaty Province and South Kazakhstan were selected as two regions comparable both in
size and economic structure yet with different performance on the Regional Capability
Index 2003-2014 (Figure 22). Almaty Province is a tier 1 region, which went up four
positions in the ranking over the last decade. South Kazakhstan, a tier 3 region, on the
contrary, lost five positions over the same period. While having comparable economic
structure and human capital levels, the regions differ in terms of how they incorporated
knowledge in their respective economies.
Capability performance differs for both regions. Almaty Province and South Kazakhstan
are the two most populated regions in Kazakhstan. They are comparable in terms of nonoil GRP per capita (878 K KZT for Almaty Province and 764 K KZT for South
Kazakhstan) and processing sector size.
Almaty Province outperforms South Kazakhstan in terms of diversity and economic
complexity. Almaty Province is more diversified with 165 RCAs vs. 75 for South
Kazakhstan. Moreover, Almaty Province has almost 2 times more RCAs in complex
product categories compared to South Kazakhstan. As a result, its positioning within the
RCI ranking is higher (2nd vs. 10th for South Kazakhstan out of 16 regions).
Processing sector accounts for 17% and 18% of GRP in Almaty Province and South
Kazakhstan respectively. South Kazakhstan outperforms Almaty Province both in terms
of size of its processing sector (12% versus 7% of Kazakhstan’s processing sector
respectively) and export value (see Figure 22). However, Almaty Province produces
more value-added goods with 40% of export coming from machinery and metals. In the
export structure of South Kazakhstan, 65% comes from fuels. Knowledge sectors like
chemicals account only for 15% of export.73
Both regions have strong basis for agriculture growth with yet different performances.
Indeed, both regions have a more favourable climate than most other Kazakhstani regions
with fertile soils and stable water supply. As a result, they are both important agricultural
producers with agriculture accounting for 15% and 9% of their GRP respectively. It
should be noted that 63% of registered family farms in Kazakhstan are located in these
two regions. Almaty Province has an agro-industrial oriented economy and is the main
food producing region for the Almaty city. Agricultural and food products account for
50% of region’s export. South Kazakhstan is also an important agricultural producer,
73

Source: CSRK, http://www.stat.gov.kz/
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with, however, moderate decline in agricultural sector outputs.74 Regarding export of
agribusiness products, the two regions are comparable in diversity75, but differ in
complexity. Almaty Province has Revealed Comparative Advantage in many rather
‘complex’ food products, including preparations of cereals, cocoa, sugars, starches and
inulin while South Kazakhstan exports more of the raw products like meat, vegetables
and seeds. Therefore, complexity of this sector in Almaty Province is almost two times
higher compared to South Kazakhstan.
Industry and innovation in the regions are supported through special economic zones
and techno parks. SEZ “Khorgos” is located near the Kazakhstan-Chinese border in
Almaty Province supporting logistics and trade. The Technological Park Alatau is one of
the 8 technological parks of the National agency for Technological Development JSC. It
aims at supporting and incubating technology companies. The regional Technopark in
South Kazakhstan was created in 2008, and currently works as a centre for support and
development of innovation activities. Currently, the Park is focused on several projects
including vegetables production using modern greenhouse technologies; poultry farms
waste processing, grain processing to produce glucose, gluten, starch, etc. SEZ
“Ontustik” was created in South Kazakhstan to develop the textile industry. Finally, the
Akimat of South Kazakhstan contributed to the establishment of the Astana Innovation
Company, which supports innovation projects and is currently involved in projects such
as ‘Solar panel stations to produce electricity and LED lightning equipment76’.
Worsening position of South Kazakhstan: Despite a strong industrial base, high volume
of export and innovation support, the position of South Kazakhstan in the Regional
Capability Index is worsening, while Almaty Province is moving up. The next sections
analyse vertical and horizontal policy implications for these two regions based on their
capability development trends, capability gaps, barriers to business and company
concentration patterns.

74

Note: The share of agricultural production in the GRP of the region decreased from 16% to 14% over 2009-2013
42 and 38 RCAs in 2014 in Almaty Province and South Kazakhstan respectively
76
Source: Economic development plan of Almaty and South Kazakhstan regions for 2011-2015 http://zhetysu.gov.kz/ and
http://ru.ontustik.gov.kz/
75
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Addressing capability gaps in manufacturing: The need to reverse the negative trend
of South Kazakhstan

Over the 2003-2014 period the Almaty Province successfully diversified and increased
complexity of its export. On the contrary, South Kazakhstan only increased its industrial
output with a low focus on moving up the value-chain in traditional sectors. Addressing
capability gaps on the Product Space could help the region improve its performance.
Figure 23. Evolution of Product Spaces for Almaty Province and South Kazakhstan,
2003 vs.201477. Bubbles correspond to HS-4 product codes, lager bubbles highlight
regional RCAs, colours correspond to product sectors. Dashed ovals mark areas with
RCAs of same product sectors.

Source: stat.gov.kz, Whiteshield Partners’ analysis.
Note:
In the construction of Product Spaces 2003/2014 the data of 2002/2013 was used.
77
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The logic of the Product Space approach implies that products78 located closer to the
centre have more connections with other products, and therefore capabilities embedded in
them can be easily applied in many other fields. In other words, regions, which RCAs are
concentrated in the centre, have more opportunities to develop new products, close to
existing ones than those regions, which RCAs are scattered on the periphery. As
highlighted in Figure 23, Almaty Province improved its positions in most key product
clusters on the Product Space by 2014. Over the same period, South Kazakhstan was on
the contrary moving towards the periphery of the Product Space.
In terms of current capability performance, Almaty Province (tier 1) strongly
outperforms South Kazakhstan (tier 3) on the RCI. Almaty Province is more diversified
with the number of Revealed Comparative Advantages two times higher than that in
South Kazakhstan. 45% of region’s export comes from agriculture, however capabilities
are mainly in knowledge sectors such as metallurgy (36 RCAs), power-generating,
industrial and household machinery (14 RCAs), plastic and rubbers (10 RCAs) or
electrical machinery (7 RCAs).
South Kazakhstan has 65% of export in fuels and 10% in agribusiness. Its knowledge
sectors include basic chemicals and fertilizers (7 RCAs), power-generating machinery (5

78

Note: the products here and below are 4-digit product categories. The sectors are 1 or 2 digit category names.
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RCAs) and metals (5 RCAs). In general, South Kazakhstan is less diversified with the
structure of export shifted towards low-complexity products.
However, in terms of capability development, the two regions have opposite dynamics.
Being in the ‘Winning’ cluster, Almaty Province has accumulated many new capabilities
since 2003, with diversity increasing almost twice over a ten-year period (from 86 to 165
RCAs). The best performing sector in Almaty Province is metallurgy with diversity
increasing threefold over a decade (13 to 36 RCAs). The number of RCAs has also
increased in different type of machinery and chemicals sector (see section 5.4 for more
details). Moreover, capabilities were developed in several new sectors 79 like plastics and
rubbers as well as pharmaceuticals.
Product Space ‘positions’ of South Kazakhstan, on the contrary, have shrunk from 109 to
75 RCAs. Comparative advantages were lost in most sectors, with the worst performance
in machinery and transportation but also in stone, glass and metals sectors. Modest
positive dynamics, however, could be seen in chemicals (with new RCAs products like
antibiotics, mineral or chemical fertilizers or radioactive chemical elements) and fuels,
where the region enhanced production of the non-crude oil from petrol and bitumen
minerals. In general, both complexity and diversity of South Kazakhstan decreased over
time.

Based on existing capabilities, which products could the regions produce by 2020?
Hausmann, Hidalgo (2011) claim that evolution of export usually goes in the direction of
the highest proximity, which means that products that have the strongest links with the
current RCAs of a certain country or region, are most likely to become RCAs in the
future because capabilities needed to produce these products are already in place. This
claim is in line with the actual Product Space evolution of Kazakhstan and its regions:
new RCAs are typically developed in close proximity of existing ones (see Figure 10 and
Figure 23).
Knowledge of potential future RCAs of a region can be used to develop region-specific
industrial policy recommendations. The key imperative is to move in the direction of the

Note: the sector is considered ‘new’, if the region did not have RCAs in it in 2003. This doesn’t mean that the products were not
produced at all.
79
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highest complexity products, selecting among the high proximity products. These
recommendations are referred to as ‘missing products’.
Figure 24. Evolution and forecast for the stone, glass and metals sector in Almaty
Province and South Kazakhstan80.
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Figure 24 above summarizes evolution and missing products for the stone, glass and
metals sector in Almaty Province and South Kazakhstan. As mentioned above, Almaty
Province has made significant progress diversifying and moving up the value-chain. In
particular, in stone, glass and metals sector the number of products with RCA has
increased from 13 to 36, and average complexity of the sector has improved as well.
Over 2003-2014, the region moved from ‘simple’ articles of glass, iron, steel to stainless
steel, stoves and glassware. Building upon current capabilities, it can further expand in
glassware for medical and scientific use and processing of other metals, like copper and
lead.
On the contrary, South Kazakhstan lost many RCAs and decreased export complexity
over time. In Stone, glass and metals, the diversity of South Kazakhstan has decreased
80

Source: stat.gov.kz, Whiteshield Partners’ analysis
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three fold (from 15 to 5), and so did the average complexity of the sector. In 2003, South
Kazakhstan already exported final consumer products including kitchen glassware,
knives and ceramic articles. In 2014, however, export shifted towards semi-finished
products, such as sheets of iron and steel, copper plates and aluminium waste.
Nevertheless, capabilities are in place to move back to the finished products, such as
stainless steel products, radiators or ornamental ceramic articles, with potential to
improve sector complexity81.

Higher territorial concentration of knowledge-based companies would potentially
improve knowledge transmission in the underperforming region of South Kazakhstan.

Concentration of knowledge-related companies in one geographical location can be
viewed as a measure – yet not the only one - of the innovation development in the
region82. Being 36% more populated than Almaty Province, South Kazakhstan region has
126 thousand registered SMEs, the highest number among all regions in Kazakhstan.
Almaty Province has 96 thousand SMEs (the third place, following Almaty city).83
However, knowledge companies84 in Almaty Province form clusters by geographical
location whereas in South Kazakhstan they are evenly distributed across the region.

81

Note : Section 4 of the Appendix summarized capability analysis for all key knowledge sectors for the selected regions: (1) Stone,
Glass and Metals, (2) Chemicals, Plastics and Rubbers, (3) Machinery, Transportation and Complex instruments. The last column of
each table contains ‘missing products’ – these are the recommended products with high complexity lying in proximity to current
RCAs of the region. Following the capability-based approach, the region already possesses most productive knowledge needed to
produce ‘missing products’, and leverage of this knowledge could help to improve its performance.
82

Michael E. Porter (November-December 1998), Clusters and the New Economics of Competition https://hbr.org/1998/11/clustersand-the-new-economics-of-competition. Following Harvard Business Review “Clusters and the New Economics of Competition”,
“what happens inside companies is important, but clusters reveal that the immediate business environment outside companies plays a
vital role as well. This role of locations has been long overlooked, despite striking evidence that innovation and competitive success in
so many fields are geographically concentrated—whether it’s entertainment in Hollywood, finance on Wall Street, or consumer
electronics in Japan”.
83
Source: Department of Statistics of South Kazakhstan region - http://www.ontustik.stat.kz/ru/
84
Note: The list of companies was filtered by the economic activity. The final sample included manufacturing, medical and
educational services, design, architecture and other knowledge-related fields. Companies applying little or no knowledge
component in their operations (eg rent, tourism, trade) were filtered out form the sample for both regions.
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Figure 25.Concentration of knowledge sector companies in Almaty Province and
South Kazakhstan85
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The maps above show that the number of knowledge sector companies in Taldykorgan
city, the capital of Almaty Province, is about five times lower than the number of
knowledge sector companies in Shymkent, the capital of South Kazakhstan region. The
reason for this difference is probably the presence of Almaty city on the territory of
Almaty Province. Almaty city is not a part of the region although it is the country’s major
economic and business centre. That is why many companies chose to base in Almaty
Akimat over Taldykorgan.
It can be seen that Almaty has formed a cluster of towns with well-developed knowledge
sector (Cluster 1). Another smaller cluster is formed around Taldykorgan city (Cluster 2).
Both the number of towns and the number of companies per town are higher in Cluster 1.
South Kazakhstan region has slightly lower number of towns with over 100 knowledge
sector companies: 17 in South Kazakhstan vs. 21 in Almaty Province. Moreover,
presence of knowledge sector related companies per town is substantially lower in South
Kazakhstan and there is little to no evidence of knowledge sector clustering in South
Kazakhstan around its capital or any other economic centre. Companies with knowledge

85

Source: Ministry of National Economy of RK, CSRK. Note: Size of the bubble reflects number of companies in each location.
Locations with at least 100 knowledge sector companies were selected.
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component are likely to be present in Shymkent, other cities and towns having relatively
low concentration and being distributed across the region.
In summary, there are two strong poles of knowledge attraction in Almaty Province: one
is the city of Almaty with its ‘oil-drop’ effect on the neighbouring territories and the
other is the city of Taldykorgan, capital of Almaty Province. On the contrary, in South
Kazakhstan knowledge is concentrated in the capital, Shymkent, with limited spillover
effect on the neighbouring territories. Creating better knowledge and innovation
infrastructure could facilitate overall capability building in South Kazakhstan.
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3.2. Case study 2. Karagandy versus Pavlodar: the largest industrial producers with
stagnating capability building.

General characteristics of the selected regions: why Karagandy vs. Pavlodar?
Karagandy and Pavlodar were selected as the two largest industrial regions of
Kazakhstan yet with stagnating capability development (Figure 26). Regions with high
industrial output contribute most to the total manufacturing export of the country. The top
four processing regions in Kazakhstan either lose their comparative advantages and
specialise in fewer products with lower complexity (East and South Kazakhstan) or
remain at the same level of capability development as they were ten years ago
(Karagandy and Pavlodar). Unlocking the potential of these stagnating regions with solid
horizontal and vertical policies would improve the overall performance of the country.
Figure 26. Key Indicators for the selected regions86

86

Source: stat.gov.kz, Whiteshield Partners analysis
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Karagandy and Pavlodar are the regions with the highest manufacturing output in the
country as well as the highest relative share of manufacturing in the GRP 87 (as reflected
by the PC index).
From a capability perspective, both regions are underperforming. Their export is highly
concentrated in a few traditional sectors with moderate complexity. Iron, steel and copper
together account for about 75% of Karagandy’s export. Mineral fuels, oils and products
of distillation make 53% of export in Pavlodar.88
The Pavlodar region, bordering with Russia in the North, is rich in mineral resources
taking the first place in the country by the deposits of coal (38% of total coal deposits),
fifth place by the deposits of gold (5%) and copper (4%). One of three oil processing
plants of Kazakhstan is also located in Pavlodar region. SEZ “Pavlodar” was created for
development of the petrochemical industry in the region. The structure of the industrial
sector in the region is shifted towards the production of raw materials (coal, aluminium

87
88

Note: as a reminder, PC is the share of manufacturing in region’s GRP divided by the share of total manufacturing in national GRP.
Source: CSRK, http://www.stat.gov.kz/
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and ferrous alloys) with share of the raw materials in total production averaging to about
60%.89
Located in the centre of the country, Karagandy is an important transportation hub with
the international airport Sary-Arka and main transportation roads crossing the region.
Some of the biggest processing enterprises in Kazakhstan are located in Karagandy
region. For example Kazakhmys Corporation LTD, a mining company, which combines
several mining plants and energy objects or Arcellor Mittal Temirtau JSC, which
includes a whole cycle of metallurgy enterprises, coal mines of Karagandy, heat and
power station and necessary infrastructure. The SEZ “Saryarka” is located in Karagandy
region to develop the metallurgy and machinery sectors.90
The Karagandy region is more industrialised compared to Pavlodar with processing
sector accounting for 72% of GRP, followed by mining sector with 15%. Within
manufacturing, the region focuses mainly on metallurgy, energy, machinery and
chemical industry. The region is also rich in natural resources: Karagandy coal basin is
more gas-bearing among the coalfields of the CIS countries. The region has reserves of
non-metallic raw materials for metallurgy and construction industries.
In terms of RCI dynamics, both regions are stagnating yet Pavlodar is catching up with
Karagandy in terms of processing sector size91. Karagandy is moderately diversifying.
However, export of both regions is highly concentrated in a few traditionally strong
areas. Analysis of capability gaps and leverage of existing advantages to move up the
value chain should be an essential part of industrial development strategy in the regions.
Moreover, the regions need to stimulate R&D activities to upgrade their strong traditional
sectors and improve Product Space positions. These two issues are covered in the
following sections.
Addressing capability gaps in manufacturing: lack of clear capability developing
strategy and need to move up the value-chain in existing sectors.
Karagandy and Pavlodar, two regions with very high industrial output, have high export
in a few product categories. Diversification in existing sectors based on identified
“missing products” could improve the knowledge-based economy in these two regions.
89

Source: Economic development plan of the Pavlodar region for 2011-2015 http://www.econompavl.gov.kz/page.php?page_id=782&lang=1
90
Source: Economic development plan of Karagandy region for 2011-2015 - http://Karagandy-region.gov.kz/rus/asc_prog
91
Note: Share of Pavlodar in Kazakhstan’s manufacturing has increased from 10% to 13%, while that of Karagandy fell from 27% to
23%
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Figure 27. Evolution of Product Spaces for Karagandy and Pavlodar, 2003
vs.201492. Bubbles correspond to HS-4 product codes, lager bubbles highlight regional
RCAs, colours correspond to product sectors. Dashed ovals mark areas with RCAs of
same product sectors.

Leaders in terms of Contribution to Processing, Karagandy and Pavlodar perform
moderately both in terms of economic complexity and diversification. Their numbers of
Source: Whiteshield Partners’ analysis. Note: bubbles correspond to HS-4 product codes, lager bubbles highlight regional RCAs,
and colours correspond to product sectors. Dashed ovals mark areas with RCAs of same product sectors.
92
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comparative advantages (47 and 44 RCAs respectively) are below the country median of
50, and so is their Regional Economic Complexity Index. As seen from Figure 27, both
regions have capabilities in complex clusters of products, but their positions in these
clusters are not strong, with capabilities scattered across the Product Space. The
imperative for these two regions is to leverage existing capabilities to expand in complex
clusters with comparative advantages.
As for the RCA structure, Karagandy has about 40% of its advantages in metals, with
iron, steel and copper accounting for almost 75% of total export in 2013. The other
advantages of the region are scattered across minerals, plastics and rubbers, apparel and
clothing, machinery and agribusiness sectors.
Pavlodar has less RCAs in metals, and higher export bias towards fuels, accounting for
53% of total export in 2013. Remaining RCAs are distributed among agribusiness,
machinery and chemicals.
In terms of capability development trends, both regions belong to the ‘Stagnating’
cluster. For Karagandy, a slight decline in complexity was compensated by small
increase in diversity and contribution to services. And vice versa, for Pavlodar, increase
in complexity was offset by decrease in services.
Pavlodar has not changed its diversity since 2003 (43 RCAs in 2003 vs. 44 in 2014), but
advantages were redistributed across product sectors. Pavlodar has improved its positions
in stone, glass and metals, electrical machinery, minerals, fuels and basic chemicals. On
the other hand, it lost advantages in agribusiness, machinery, leather and textile and
plastics and rubbers. During the same period, Karagandy has increased its diversity from
32 RCAs to 47 RCAs yet remained at the same complexity level. New advantages were
gained in stones, glass and metals, apparel and clothing and plastics. However, the region
did not move up the value-chain in any of these sectors. The only exception is machinery
sector with moderate improvement in complexity but very low number of advantages.
This case is discussed below (Figure 28).
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Figure 28. Evolution and forecast for the machinery and transportation
sector in Karagandy and Pavlodar93.
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Pavlodar: Evolution chain in Machinery and Transportation
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2014
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Figure 28 above summarises evolution and ‘missing products’ recommendations for
machinery and transportation sector in Karagandy and Pavlodar. Diversity of this sector
in Karagandy remains very low, with only 2 RCAs in 2003 versus 3 in 2014. However,
the complexity of the sector is improving. Starting with simple parts of industrial
machinery, Karagandy developed RCAs in calendaring machines and machinery for
working plastics and rubbers. Diversity and complexity of the sector can be further
improved if the region focuses on measuring apparatus or parts of transportation vehicles.
Pavlodar, on the contrary, has lost complexity in machinery and transportation over the
reference period. Starting from industrial machinery in 2003, it moved to simple
electrical in 2014. However, building upon current capabilities it can move up the valuechain to more complex electrical equipment and apparatus.
Capabilities and missing products for all three key knowledge sectors are summarised in
section 5.4 of the report. These tables show that both regions have multiple options to
93

Source: stat.gov.kz, Whiteshield Partners’ analysis
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diversify in all key product sectors building on the strong industrial potential they already
have.
In general, Karagandy and Pavlodar did not diversify despite strong capabilities. They
also did not achieve significant gains in complexity. This potentially indicates a gap in
the industrial development strategy.

Developing a comprehensive science and technology strategy: high scientific potential
in Karagandy yet lack of international collaboration and applied research.

To innovate and move up the value-chain in manufacturing, Karagandy and Pavlodar
need to develop competitive research clusters, boosting scientific activity, stimulating
applied research and establishing essential links between academic research and private
sector.
General scientific performance of Kazakhstan is quite poor. In 2000-2013, the country
had only 4 494 publications registered in the Thompson Reuters Web of Knowledge
database94 compared to 0,4 million for Russia, 1,3 million for France, 1,9 million for
Germany and 2,4 million for China. Dynamics of publications for Kazakhstan had also
been rather stable, varying from 300 to 500 articles per year.
Within the country, the Karagandy region is one of the leaders in terms of the number of
scientific publications. Contribution of Pavlodar region, on the contrary, is negligibly
low95.
Karagandy also outperforms Pavlodar by the number of companies involved in R&D, as
well as expenses on R&D96. Moreover, the dynamics of expenses on R&D is positive in
Karagandy and stagnating in Pavlodar over the same period.

94

Note: Analysis of research fronts was performed on the data of scientific publications registered in the Thomson Reuters Web of
Knowledge to guarantee the quality of publications
95
Karagandy has 11% of total number of scientific publications in 2011-2013 in Kazakhstan, 3rd after Almaty and Astana. Pavlodar
has less than 1% of publications.
96
In 2013 Karagandy had 23 such companies vs. 10 in Pavlodar, Karagandy’s expenses on R&D was KZT 3 408 million vs. KZT 300
million in Pavlodar.
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Figure 29. Research domains and top 10 research areas in Karagandy versus
Kazakhstan.97
Scientific publication by research areas, 2000-2013. Size of the area stands for the
number of articles in the research area. Colour: top diagram – research area, bottom
diagram – number of citations per article (single colour scale for both regions)
Karagandy region

The Republic of Kazakhstan
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Mathematics
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Top research areas by the number of citations, 2000-2013. Colours by the average
number of citations per article.
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Source: Thompson Reuters Web of Knowledge.
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Karagandy is one of country’s centres for scientific publications, especially in Chemistry
and Pharmacology. However it has a lower level of citations compared to the country’s
average (Figure 29).
Figure 30 below also highlights limited international collaboration in science in the
region. Indeed, only 25% of articles were written in collaboration with other countries
(compared to 42% across the OECD countries in 200798). Articles written in no
international collaboration have the lowest citation level - 0,5 citations per article among major collaboration groups like Russia and European Union. At the same time,
the quantity of articles written in collaboration with the EU is the lowest among the
groups provided (17 articles), while collaboration with EU countries is associated with
the highest citation level (13 citations per article).
Figure 30. Scientific collaboration in Karagandy.99

Following the logic in previous case-study, clustering of institutions with high scientific
activity would indicate the presence of strong science and innovation infrastructure with
positive spill-over effects. However, the map below highlights that research in the
Karagandy region is almost exclusively concentrated in the provincial capital, the city of
Karagandy, with limited ‘oil-drop’ effect on the neighbouring territories. Within the city,

Source: OECD 2010 “Measuring Innovation: A New Perspective”
http://www.oecd.org/site/innovationstrategy/measuringinnovationanewperspective-onlineversion.htm
99
Source: ibid. Note: Colours represent average number of citations per article (light blue to dark blue)
98
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research activity is higher in the main universities and scientific centres, focused on
chemistry, metallurgy and healthcare.
Figure 31. Key scientific centres in Karagandy region according to Thomson
Reuters Web of Knowledge, 2000-2013100
Karagandy Metallurgical Institute
Karagandy State Industrial University

-

Institute of Problems of Complex
Development of Mineral Resources
Medical Academy
Karagandy State University
Institute of Phytochemistry
Institute of Organic Synthesis and Coal

Top 10 source titles
- Chemistry Of Natural
Compounds
- Russian Journal Of General
Chemistry
- Russian Journal Of Applied
Chemistry
- Russian Journal Of Inorganic
Chemistry
- Russian Journal Of Organic
Chemistry
- Russian Journal Of Physical
Chemistry
- Russian Chemical Bulletin
- Chemistry Of Heterocyclic
Compounds
- High Temperature
- Metallurgist

Performance in applied research (as reflected by patenting activity) is poor in both
regions. Based on the National Science data portal of Kazakhstan, in 2009-2011,
Kazakhstan registered 420 patents. Patenting activities were mainly concentrated in the
cities of Astana and Almaty, accounting for 81% of all patents. Karagandy province takes
the third position with 21 patents, mainly in the areas of metallurgy and chemistry.
Pavlodar registered no patents over the referenced period.
In summary, the Karagandy region performs better in terms of fundamental research,
however both regions lack applied research. As highlighted from the scientific
publications analysis, better research collaboration could significantly improve the
quality of scientific output in the regions.

100

Source: ibid Note: Boxes to the left provide the list of organisations with the highest number of citations per article. Box on the left
gives the list of journals with the highest number of Kazakh publications. Numbers in the circles stand for the total number of articles
in 2000-2013 in Web of Knowledge databases.
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3.3. Case study 3. Atyrau versus West Kazakhstan: two resource-dependent regions
with different capability development trends.
General characteristics of the selected regions: why Atyrau vs. West Kazakhstan?
Oil and gas extraction accounts for 50% of the Kazakhstan’s industry. Rich extracting
regions – Aktobe, Atyrau, Mangystau, West Kazakhstan, and Kyzylordy – may have
limited incentives to develop a strong knowledge economy. In 2013, these regions were
positioned at the bottom of the RCI ranking while producing 73% of the country’s export
for the same year (top five exporters within the country). However, within this sample
some regions perform better than others. For the third case study, two extracting regions
were selected: Atyrau and West Kazakhstan. The first is attracting more investment and
developing capabilities in services while the second has a worsening capability-based
performance.
Figure 32.Key Indicators for the selected regions101
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Source: stat.gov.kz, Whiteshield Partners analysis
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Regions

Atyrau

West Kazakhstan

Cluster

Winner

Looser
Loser

Regional Economic Complexity Index 2014

15

15

Contribution to service sector 2014
Number of regional Revealed Comparative
Advantages 2014

40

10

1

2

Contribution to processing sector 2014

6

7

RCI 2014 rank (out of 16)

12

15

Economic size/ structure
Population, K people (01/2014)

568

624

Non-oil GRP per capita, K KZT (2013)

2809

1522

Export volume, K USD (2013)

28 265 273

9 167 817

Export volume rank (out of 16)

1

3

Performance (2014 vs.2003)
Change of Regional Economic Complexity Index
rank

1

-6

Change of Contribution to Services rank

2

-8

Change of Diversity Dimension rank

-1

-2

Change of Industrialization Dimension rank

-1

2

Change of RCI rank

2

-5

In general, Atyrau is moving up the RCI score due to its successful development of the
services sector. On the contrary, West Kazakhstan has moved four positions down the
RCI ranking due to its stagnating manufacturing and declining services sector.
Atyrau and West Kazakhstan are two extracting regions with comparable resource
endowment and fuels standing at 99% of their total export in 2013. Ranked 1st and 3rd by
the value of exported production, Atyrau and West Kazakhstan accounted for 34% and
11% of Kazakhstan’s export in 2013 respectively.
Due to the overconcentration on resource exports, both regions have low diversity and
economic complexity scores, as well as low contribution to processing. However,
services sector is much bigger in Atyrau (11% vs. 3% of the total services of Kazakhstan
in 2013 respectively).
From capability development point of view, the regions perform differently. Being third
in the country in terms of the size of the services sector, Atyrau is developing services
even further. On the contrary, the services sector in West Kazakhstan is shrinking
(ranked 4th in 2002 vs. 9th in 2013). On the other hand, diversification of West
Kazakhstan has decreased significantly over time resulting in decreased economic
complexity, while diversity loss in Atyrau was not that pronounced.
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Beyond the capability approach indicators, regions differ significantly. Ranked 2nd in
terms of GRP in 2013, Atyrau received six times more investment from abroad compared
to West Kazakhstan (605,7 vs. 98,1 bln KZT in 2013). Atyrau also has the highest
investment in fixed capital in the country102.
Two types of policies should be considered for this pair of regions. On the one hand, the
difference in the business environment and presence of specific barriers could underlie
the different performance of the regions in services sector. On the other hand, the
identification of productive capabilities outside the mining sector is relevant for Atyrau
and West Kazakhstan in order for them to decrease their excessive resource dependence
and vulnerability to external shocks.

Addressing capability gaps in manufacturing: capabilities in place to diversify outside
the mining sector if vertical policies are applied.

With 99% of export coming from fuels, both regions possess very limited capabilities in
manufacturing. The increasing reliance on resource export also resulted in the decrease of
their diversification. In parallel, existing capabilities highlight a potential to diversify in
the machinery and metallurgy sectors.
Figure 33. Evolution of Product Spaces for Atyrau and West Kazakhstan, 2003
vs.2014103 Bubbles correspond to HS-4 product codes, lager bubbles highlight regional
RCAs, colours correspond to product sectors. Dashed ovals mark areas with RCAs of
same product sectors.

102
103

FCI of Atyrau accounted for 1.0 bln KZT in 2013 out of 6.1 bln KZT for the whole country in 2013. Source: CSRK.
Source: Whiteshield Partners’ analysis.
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Compared to the other regions, Atyrau and West Kazakhstan clearly have low
diversification and a high concentration on export of oil and gas. As seen from Figure
33, both regions have advantages scattered on the periphery of the Product Space. Such a
pattern makes the capability development process slower and more complicated due to
the lack of products in proximity to current RCAs.
In 2014, Atyrau had RCAs just in 11 products 104 scattered across the Product Space from
fishing to machinery sectors with 95% of export concentrated in crude oil and 4% in noncrude oil.
In 2014, West Kazakhstan had very similar export structure as Atyrau: 96% in crude oil
and 3% in non-crude oil. The remaining advantages are also scattered across different
sectors on the Product Space.
Regarding the capability development trends over time, Atyrau increased its RCI score
mainly due to the services sector evolution. In manufacturing, both regions performed
poorly.
The diversity of Atyrau has decreased from 16 to 11 RCAs in 2003-2014. Moreover, it
almost completely stopped exporting chemicals and electrical machinery, which resulted
in loss of the corresponding RCAs.
104

Note, more precisely, these are not products but rather product categories by HS 4 digit classification.
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The diversity of West Kazakhstan declined twofold – from 31 to 14 RCAs in 2003-2014.
RCAs were lost in different areas such as clock and watches, furniture or different type of
machinery. The only product group where West Kazakhstan developed new RCAs is tan
and dyeing extracts.
Figure 34. Evolution and forecast for the machinery and transportation
sector in Atyrau and West Kazakhstan105.
Atyrau: Evolution chain in Machinery and Transportation
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West Kazakhstan: Evolution chain in Machinery and Transportation
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Both Atyrau and West Kazakhstan have lost positions in machinery and transportation
over 2003-2014. In West Kazakhstan, the number of RCAs in this sector has fallen from
14 to 2, with significant decrease in complexity: from electromechanical tools, pneumatic
instruments and industrial machinery to just two RCAs in furnace burners and
mechanical stokers. However, existing capabilities can be leveraged to develop RCAs in
more complex productions such as electrical equipment and apparatus.
Over the same period, the Atyrau region also moved from ‘complex’ electromechanical
tools and gas surf temper machines to more ‘simple’ mechanicals, like pulley tackle &
hoists or mechanical appliances to disperse liquids. However, the complexity of the

105

Source: stat.gov.kz, Whiteshield Partners’ analysis
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sector can be improved if the region builds upon its capabilities to produce scientific,
measurement and electrical equipment, such as hydrometers, pyrometers or taximeters.
Detailed analysis of capabilities and missing products for the other knowledge sectors are
provided in section 5.4 of the Appendix.
Overall, opportunities for these two regions to improve on the Product Space are limited
due to the lack of RCAs in manufacturing. However, both Atyrau and West Kazakhstan
have capabilities to develop more RCAs in machinery. For West Kazakhstan there are
also some complex metallurgy products in proximity to its current RCAs.

Reducing sector specific policy barriers to unlock the potential in services and
manufacturing sectors

Thanks to some of the largest oil fields in the world, Kashagan and Tengiz, Atyrau
attracts international investors and skilled work force. The positive effect of this
concentration of financial and human capital is an improved business climate. However,
West Kazakhstan continues to lag behind in terms of capabilities.
What are the sources of constraints in West Kazakhstan vs. Atyrau? The BEEPS
survey106 that examines the performance of entrepreneurs from different countries and
business obstacles provides a first insight on the main barriers (Please see Figure 35).
Figure 35. The biggest obstacles for business environment of Atyrau and West
Kazakhstan107
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BEEPS or Business Environment and Enterprise Performance Survey. Are used subnational results of BEEPS V for Kazakhstan
conducted in 2011-2014 ebrd-beeps.com).
107
Source: BEEPS V, ebrd-beeps.com
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Atyrau and West Kazakhstan have similar top issues for the top seven obstacles:
“Inadequately educated workforce”, “Access to finance” and “Tax rates”.
However, the types of business climate constraints differ in the two regions. In West
Kazakhstan, 33% of respondents named “Practices of competitors in the informal sector”
the biggest obstacle108. In Atyrau, the share of firms that consider the same barrier as the
main obstacle for business is twice as low.

According to the EBRD study109, the

engagement of firms in informal-sector activities could be divided in two types: tax
evasion by registered firms (by under-reporting income or not fully declaring employee
numbers or wages) or operations of unregistered firms. Costs, complexity and duration of
procedures to establish a business are among the barriers to enter the legal market for
unregistered firms. Although governments organize one-stop shops and reduce
registration costs, it still requires more time to force firms to register and reduce the
informal-sector practices among the registered companies.
Another key obstacle in both regions is Access to finance. This barrier includes
difficulties in securing loans and credits (high rates, big collateral, complicated
procedures), lack of adequate financial instruments and dealing with credit burden.
BEEPS V was conducted soon after the global financial crisis, so this factor was
determinant110. In Atyrau and West Kazakhstan, 30% and 17% of entrepreneurs
respectively named “Access to finance” the biggest obstacle.
Inadequate skilled workforce is a major barrier for 22% and 15% respondents in West
Kazakhstan and Atyrau respectively. This challenge is also related to migration of
working population, low wages and inadequate quality of professional education.
Wages are different between the regions. The average nominal wage is lower in West
Kazakhstan compared to Atyrau (KZT 118 400 vs. 230 200, respectively)111. Per capita
incomes from self-employment and pensions are, on the contrary, higher in West
Kazakhstan112. This situation may distort stimuli for the educated workforce in the region
and cause migration.

108

It should be noticed that regions might not consider a characteristic of business environment as an obstacle in two cases: if they
have not met this obstacle yet or have already overcome it.
109
Source: Report on the results of BEEPS V, http://ebrd-beeps.com/reports/overview/
110
For Atyrau and West Kazakhstan the sample of firms in BEEPS IV are not representative.
111
Source: CSRK, “Social and economic development of Kazakhstan Republic”, 2014
112
Source: CSRK, “Monitor of household incomes and consumption in Q42012” (last data available)
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Atyrau attracts a high number of work migrants113, including those from the poor
regions. On the contrary, the ‘Losing’ cluster West Kazakhstan region has negative
migration balance possibly implying that migrants are moving to other regions or
countries in search for better employment opportunities.
Based on the Forbes 2012 study114, Atyrau was ranked 7th and West Kazakhstan 10th out
of 16 regions by the overall business climate conditions. In 2012, Atyrau had one of the
highest labour productivity growth rates in the construction sector. However, the position
of the region worsened due to the high level of corruption and a low economic activity
ratio. In parallel, West Kazakhstan experienced a decrease in industrial production, in
household incomes and had a large share of enterprises that, according to the same
survey, experienced major losses.

In summary, general horizontal policies including tax advantages and better access to
finance seem to be a key constraint for Atyrau. Being the richest region in the country
with the highest inflow of investment, the region seems to encourage competition,
particularly in the services sector.
The ‘Winning’ performance of Atyrau by the RCI may be further improved with
appropriate horizontal policies. More specifically, both regions need to address the
“quality of workforce” barrier. Improving the institutional environment in West
Kazakhstan and providing further business support in Atyrau could attract the inflow of
qualified workforce. Such workforce could come from regions such as Almaty, Astana or
Karagandy.

113
114

Source: CSRK, stat.gov.kz
Source: http://forbes.kz/ranking/reyting_biznes-klimata_regionov_kazahstana
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Figure 36. Examples of missing products, with existing capabilities, that could be
produced from 2020115

Sector

Stone, Glass and
Metals

South Kazakhstan
springs & leaves for
springs, iron or steel

zinc bars, rods,
profiles and wire

glassware for lab,
hygienic or
pharmaceutical use

bars & rods, iron
& na steel nesoi

millstones etc for
grinding etc, various
materials
nails, tacks etc of
copper etc, screws
etc, copper
articles of lead,
nesoi
silicones, in
primary forms
finishing agents etc
for textiles, paper
etc nesoi
bandages etc coated
etc or in retail medic
etc fm

Chemicals, Plastics
and Rubbers

Machinery,
Transportation and
Complex
instruments

natural rubber,
balata, gutta-percha,
guayule, chicle and
similar natural gums,
in primary forms or
in plates, sheets or
strip

wire, rods etc for
soldering etc &
met spray, bmpt
statuettes and
other ornamental
ceramic articles
screws, bolts,
nuts, washers etc,
iron or steel
plates, sheets,
profile shapes etc,
soft vulc rubber
compounded
rubber,
unvulcanised,
primary forms etc
self-adhesive
plates, sheets,
film etc of
plastics
containers
(boxes, bags etc),
closurers etc,
plast

Pavlodar
refractory
ceramic goods,
retorts, tubes
etc nesoi
hard ware,
fixtures,
castors etc &
parts, base
metal
friction
material & art
based on
mineral subst
etc
colouring
matter nesoi,
colouring prep
nesoi, etc.
plates, sheets,
profile shapes
etc, soft vulc
rubber
preparations
for use on the
hair
self-adhesive
plates, sheets,
film etc of
plastics

pickling preps for
metal, soldering etc
powder etc

glaziers putty,
resin cements,
caulking comps
etc

balances, sensitivity
> =5 cg, w or w/o
wgt, & pts

electromagnets,
permanent
magnets etc &
parts

thermionic,
cold cathode or
photocathode
tubes, pt

hydrometers,
thermometers,
pyrometers etc,
pts etc

electric light
etc equip,
windshield
wipers etc,
parts

milking machines &
dairy machinery &
parts
electromagnets,
permanent magnets
etc & parts
revolution &
production count,
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Karagandy

parts for engines
of heading 8407
or 8408

inst etc for
physical etc
anal etc,

Source: Whiteshield Partners analysis
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taximeters etc, pts
inst etc for physical
etc anal etc,
microtome, pts

tools for working
in the hand,
pneumatic etc, pts
parts of railway
or tramway
locomotives or r
stock

microtome, pts
hydrometers,
thermometers,
pyrometers etc,
pts etc
electrical
apparatus for
switching etc,
ov 1000v
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Conclusion and policy learning: the need to integrate capability based reforms at
the regional level and select target cities

One of the main imperatives of the capability-based approach consists in viewing regions as the
main units of policy analysis. Capabilities are unequally distributed across Kazakhstan.
Addressing region-specific barriers and unlocking their potential would ultimately have positive
effect on country’s performance at the global level.
Building on the three clusters of regions previously identified, a policy framework is put forward
(See figure 37). The framework includes an additional segmentation reflecting the current
capabilities of regions: Low or high capability performance (tiers 1-2 – high, tiers 3-4 – low).

Figure 37. Policy Framework for regions of Kazakhstan116
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For the identified six groups of regions, three different development strategies are recommended:
‘Rescue’ strategy: ‘Losing’ regions with high or low RCI base (East, South and West
Kazakhstan)
‘Leverage’ strategy: ‘Stagnating’ or ‘Winning’ low RCI base economies (Akmola, Aktobe,
Atyrau, Jambyl, Kostanay and North Kazakhstan)

Source: stat.gov.kz, Whiteshield Partners’ analysis. Note: Policy framework is presented for 14 regions, Mangystau and Kyzylordy
regions were excluded from the analysis due to lack of diversity in 2003.
116
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‘Innovation’ strategy: ‘Stagnating’ or ‘Winning’ regions with high RCI base (Almaty, Almaty
Province, Astana, Karagandy, Pavlodar)

Figure 38. Sets of policy recommendations for the outlined groups of regions.117

Capabilities high
(RCI tiers 1-2)

Capabilities low
(RCI tiers 3-4)

Winning

Losing
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“Rescue strategy”
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advantages in clusters of products
General horizontal policies, reducing barriers to
business and improving business environment.

1- “Rescue strategy”: targeted horizontal and vertical policies and focus on
complexity
Regions in this group have a certain level of capabilities, which is gradually eroding. For
example, South and East Kazakhstan are large industrial regions building on export of
low complexity goods and semi-finished products. West Kazakhstan has decreased its
share of complex manufacturing replacing it with a higher share of fuel exports. The
main imperative for these regions should be to develop targeted horizontal and vertical
policies with attention paid to the following questions addressed in detail in Chapter 3.
Such policies include:
1- Removing policy barriers in specific sectors identified in Chapter 2.
2- Supporting companies in those sectors and products identified in Chapter 3
through targeted tax relief mechanisms

117

Source: stat.gov.kz, Whiteshield Partners’ analysis
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3- Developing linkage programmes between SMEs and Foreign Direct Investors in
the selected sectors
4- Encourage the development of industrial associations at the regional level
Beyond those actions, key questions to address going forward include:
5- Which high value-added products are no longer in Revealed Comparative
Advantages? What are the reasons of decline?
6- What are the current capabilities in ‘complex’ sectors?
7- Which new RCAs can be developed (or old ones restored) based on existing
capabilities? (Missing products analysis)
Such vertical policies could also be complemented by selected ‘horizontal’ measures
aimed at improving business and environment and labour quality,

2- “Leverage strategy”: horizontal policies and diversification
Regions from this group have existing yet limited capability base in manufacturing that
could be leveraged much further. Regions in this group require support through broad
horizontal policies in order to diversify, increase volume of industrial output and create
advantages in clusters of products. Based on the specific recommendations identified in
Chapter 2, the following key instruments should be considered:
1- Focus on reducing access to finance issues through private sector and
International Financial Institutions (not the public sector);
2- Leverage coaching and training offering for example the recent Baiterek scheme
for SMEs or EBRD support services;
3- Support private sector supply chain financing mechanisms especially in agribusiness.
Key questions to address include:
 What is limiting industrial output in the regions? How can it be improved?
 What business barriers matter most – access to finance, taxes, quality of
workforce or the informal economy?
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These regions-wide measures could also be complemented with selected vertical
measures aimed at supporting specific sectors with the best growth performance.

3- “Innovation strategy”: Focus on R&D and innovation support
Regions with high RCI score, either stable or moving upward, need to focus on
innovation and move up the value-chain in the sectors with comparative advantages.
Below the key policy recommendations and selected questions to address based on
Chapter 2 findings:
1- Develop triple Helix mechanisms between Universities, companies and research
centres as identified in Chapter 3;
2- Support through grants from the National Agency For Technology Development
or World Bank and other IFIs initiatives;
3- Encourage Joint-Ventures with foreign director investors in selected sectors
identified in Chapter 3.
Overall, the following key questions should be addressed long term:
1- What is the level of scientific activity and applied research in the regions?
2- What is the quality of R&D output (citations, patents, start-ups)?
3- Are there platforms for public-private collaborations? Are there strong clusters
of knowledge companies?
Regions like Pavlodar and Karagandy, with high industrial output but moderate
complexity and diversity also need to implement targeted vertical policies. Such policies
are needed to address missing products in the sectors with comparative advantages and
move up the value-chain in these sectors.

Overall, capability based reforms will require three actions from the government:
1- Adopt a measure of capability building such as the RCI and measure it yearly;
2- Review the regional policy to include specific strategies and instruments
highlighted in this report;
3- Select 5 cities as a basis for knowledge-based spill over.
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4- Ensure collaboration happens across regions vs. competition
Figure 39. Recommendations on 5 cities to support in priority to enable knowledgebased spill-overs (2014)118

Karagandy

Atyrau

Taldykorghan

118

Source: Whiteshield Partners’ analysis
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Box 3: FDI-SME Linkage programmes for regions
The links between international or national firms and regional ones plays a key role in
raising regions firms' competitive capabilities, including: access to international and
national markets; skills and knowledge in the area of finances, technologies and
management as well as special knowledge. In response, the foreign investors or national
firms may get the better access to the skills and knowledge, the possibilities of spreading
their production as well as the access to the domestic markets.
The linkage programs between regional companies and national or multinational
enterprises may facilitate capability building and economic growth, imply higher
technology transfers, provide human capital investments, and facilitate the formation of
more competitive conditions for commercial activity. The FDI-SME linkage programs
may take different forms, depending on the goals that the government has. Several types
exist:
Figure 40. Brief description of linkage types and examples119

119

Source: OECD 2005
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An effective linkage program should be designed to identify a pool of domestic SMEs
suppliers who are capable of supplying goods and services. It should ensure that
linkages are being made properly, and that there are mechanisms to support domestic
SMEs to meet standards that are required to become suppliers to foreign companies. At
an advanced stage linkage programs should be sustainable and serve to deepen linkages in
the long run through the creation of networks and clusters.
It involves approaching local SMEs and conducting strategic audits to assess their
capacity of participating SMEs in the linkage program; defining a development plan with
each SME; timing media and promotional campaigns to generate interest by foreign
enterprises; and developing databases to track conversations and exchanges with SMEs
and foreign investors. An industry specific approach helps focus and identify industry
specific linkages. The initial stage of this approach is to segment the industry and
understand its value chain. As a result, opportunities for linkages become more
targeted: for example a local call center can either target a business process outsourcing
provider or a company directly.
Linkage promotion activities and networks can help with matching-making the right
domestic suppliers with the foreign firms. In-depth consultation with MNEs and local
suppliers should be conducted to identify their specific linkage needs and opportunities.
Furthermore, as linkage programs are sophisticated tools which require a significant
amount of resources and target a limited number of domestic SMEs, there should be an
adequate budget and planning, and should be monitored and evaluated.
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5. Appendix
5.1. Acronyms

ECI - Economic Complexity Index (Hausmann, Hidalgo et al. 2011)
FCI – Fixed Capital Investment
GRP - Gross Regional Product
HS - Harmonized System (standardized system of names and numbers to classify traded
products)
KZT – Kazakhstan Tenge
PCI - Product Complexity Index (Hausmann, Hidalgo et al. 2011)
PC – Contribution to Processing Sector Index
RCA - Revealed Comparative Advantage (Balassa 1986)
nRCA – number of Revealed Comparative Advantages on the regional level
RCI - Regional Capability Index
RECI - Regional Economic Complexity Index
SC – Contribution to Services Sector Index
CSRK - Committee of Statistics of the Ministry of national economy of the Republic
Kazakhstan

5.2. Economic Complexity approach at the global level

Key concepts
There are three basic principles behind the theory of Economic Complexity120:
Products are combinations of a large number of factors, including regulations, different
forms of physical capital, organisations and human capital. We cannot measure them all
explicitly, but we refer to them all as ‘capabilities’.
Countries have some of these capabilities and lack the others.
Countries produce products if they have all required capabilities.
Source: C. Hidalgo, R. Hausmann (2009) “The building blocks of economic complexity”, Harvard University, Cambridge, C.
Hidalgo, R. Hausmann et al (2011):“The Atlas of Economic Complexity”, Harvard, MIT
120
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The Diversity of a country, i.e. the number of products exported by the country with
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA)121 is the first important measure of the
capabilities it possesses.
Products also differ in the number and type of capabilities required to produce them. For
example, in 2011, both Pakistan and South Korea have approximately the same number
of RCAs. However, we expect that they produce products that require different sets of
capabilities. Thus, it is reasonable for each product to look at the number of countries,
which produce it. This is the second building block of the analysis called Ubiquity (the
number of countries, which have RCA in this product). We can expect that products,
which require a small set of capabilities (for example, meat and milk products) will be
exported by many countries. At the same time, X-ray machinery requires very complex
technologies possessed only by a minority of countries.
Moreover, capabilities often overlap. If a country can produce X-ray machinery, it is also
likely to produce other kinds of machinery and equipment. On the other hand, if it
exports bananas, it will probably also export mangoes, but not cars.
But what about exporting diamonds? If the production of diamonds required many
different capabilities, we would expect that countries that have these capabilities are also
able to produce many other different things. But this is not true: all exporters of diamonds
have low diversity. Thus, we conclude, that ubiquity of this product is low not because it
is complex, but rather because it is rare.
Summing up all these considerations, we expect that countries possessing many
capabilities are able to produce many products that can only be produced by a few other
countries, which in turn are also well diversified. We end up with a recursive process
when diversity of countries and ubiquity of products are recursively corrected by one
another. On the first step, we examine how many products the country exports with
advantage. On the second step, each of these products is weighed by its ubiquity. The
resulting indicator is then corrected by diversity of countries that also have RCA in these
products, and so on. The process converges, and the resulting two indicators – the
Economic Complexity Index (ECI) for countries and Product Complexity Index (PCI) for

Definition of RCA is taken from Balassa (1986): RCA of a country C in product P equals to the share of this product in C’s total
exports divided by P’s share in total world exports. It is considered that a country has RCA in product P, if its RCA in P is above one.
121
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products – are the outcome measures of various capabilities embedded in the production
process.
Capabilities of a country can be mapped on a Product Space, a graph, which visualizes
world trade in terms of proximities between products. Proximity between two products A
and B is a conditional probability of a country to have RCA in product A if it has RCA in
product B122. On the Product Space, two nodes (products) have an edge between then if
their proximity above 0.5. Thus, products form clusters based on the underlying
capabilities.

Technical summary
Export data for the global level Economic Complexity analysis was taken from the UN
Comtrade database.123 Analysis covered 180 countries and economies124 and 1215
products classified by HS 1996 4 digit codes.
The definition of Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) of a country c in product p is
the following (Balassa, 1986):

RCAcp 

X cp

X

/
cp

c

X

cp

X

cp

p

c, p

,

(1)

where X stands for the value of export.
We say that country c has RCA in product p, if RCAcp is above 1
The world export structure is represented by matrix Mcp:
1, RCAcp  1;
M cp  
0, otherwise.

(2)

To estimate Economic Complexity Index, two simple measures of Diversity and Ubiquity
were introduced:

122

Note: If a pair of products require similar institutions, capital, infrastructure, or technology, they are likely to be produced in
tandem. Thus, they will have high proximity.
123
Source: http://comtrade.un.org/db/
124
Note: Economies like Hong Kong and Taiwan provinces
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Diversity  k c , 0   M cp

(3)

Ubiquity  k p , 0   M cp

(4)

p

c

Diversity of country c stands for the number of products, in which the country c has
Revealed Comparative Advantage. Ubiquity of product p is the total number of countries,
which have RCA in product p.
The measure of Economic Complexity is obtained via recursion by correcting Diversity
and Ubiquity by each other:

kc, N 
k p, N 

1
kc,0
1
k p ,0

M

cp

 k p , N 1

(5)

 k c , N 1

(6)

p

M

cp

c

After inserting (6) in (5) we obtain:

~
kc , N   M cc ' kc ', N 2 , where:

(7)

c'

M cp M c ' p
~
M cc '  
kc ,0 k p ,0
p

(8)

The process converges after a few iterations, and the quantitative measure of Economic


K
Complexity is given by the eigenvector

~

of matrix M cc ' . By the definition of eigenvector,


K can be found from the equation:


~
M cc  K  K ,
~
where λ is eigenvalue of M cc ' , associated with

(9)


K

When kc,N = kc,N-2 =1 we have a trivial vector of ones associated with the largest
eigenvalue. This vector is not informative, so the


eigenvector K ,

associated with the

~

second largest eigenvalue of M cc ' , is chosen as an indicator of economic complexity.
After standardisation of


K , we obtain Index of Economic Complexity (ECI):
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K K
ECI 
 ,
stdev K

(10)







where K is the mean and stdev K is the standard deviation of K .
Index of Product Complexity (PCI) is obtained calculated in the same way as ECI by


transposing matrix Mcp and considering eigenvector Q , associated with the second largest

~

eigenvalue of the matrix M pp' :


Q Q
PCI 
 ,
stdev Q

(11)







where Q is mean and stdev Q is standard deviation of Q .
Product Space is a graph with nodes representing exported goods. Two nodes have an
edge between them if their proximity is above 0.5. Proximity between two products p and
p  is the minimum of two conditional probabilities – the probability to have RCA in p 

if there is RCA in p and vice versa. Conditional probabilities are estimated based on
frequencies in the RCA matrix:

 pp' 

M
c

cp

M cp '

max( k p ,0 , k p ',0 )

, where

(12)

Mcp is the matrix of Revealed Comparative Advantages, c is the number of the country,
kp,0 and kp’,0 are ubiquities of products p and p  respectively. The minimum probability
(maximum of kp,0 and kp’,0) is taken to avoid the asymmetry in conditional probabilities.
For example, if product p is much more rare (has lower ubiquity) than p  , the conditional
probability P( p  |p) will be much higher than P(p| p  ), though distance between products
should be symmetrical by definition.
Based on Proximity matrix (formula [12]), Product Space was constructed by following
algorithms:
1. ‘Skeleton’ of the graph: Maximum Spanning Tree algorithm was used to construct
connected graph with (n-1) edges with the maximum total proximity (n – number of
products). ‘Tissue’ of the graph was obtained by adding to ‘Skeleton’ all links between
products with proximity above 0.5
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2. Force algorithm for graph layout to separate clusters of products.

5.3. Economic Complexity approach at the regional level

Regional level Economic Complexity analysis is based on Kazakhstan 2002 and 2013
export matrixes, which integrate export of regions to the Eurasian Custom Union (data
source – Committee of Statistics) and to the rest of the world (Customs Office). For both
years, data were reported for the sixteen regions and around 1000 products. Products are
classified by the HS 2012 revision 4-digit codes.
For both years, Kazakhstan export by region was combined with Russian regional export
due to the computational matters125. Russian regional export data is also classified by the
HS 4-digit product codes (data source - Customs Office of Russia). Product codes in
2002 were converted to HS 2012 revision. The resulting matrixes contained 104 regions
and about 1000 products.
Revealed Comparative Advantages (RCAs) are assessed for the regions of Russia and
Kazakhstan by formula [1] after replacing countries by regions (or regions) and world by
the total export of Russia and Kazakhstan. In the same way, we say that a region or
region has RCA in some product, if its RCA in this product equals to one.
Economic Complexity Index and Product Complexity Index (PCI) were then calculated
on the united Kazakhstan-Russian RCA matrix by the formulae [10] and [11]. At this
point, Russian regions were excluded from the analysis. Economic complexity Index and
the number of RCAs for the regions of Kazakhstan were scaled from 1 to 100 resulting in
RECI and nRCA indices respectively.
Regional Capability Index (RCI) lies in the core of the regional level capability-based
approach. RCI is a combination of four indicators126:
1. Number of Revealed Comparative Advantages (nRCA) is the total number of
products, in which an region has Revealed Comparative Advantages.

This

indicator stands for Diversity, the first measure of capabilities. Even if the
complexity of export is low, high diversification implies that the basis for future
125

Note: Economic Complexity indicators should be estimated on a rather big sample of regions or countries. In this way, 16 regions
alone don’t provide sufficient statistics.
126
Source: Whiteshield Partners, based on Hausmann and Hidalgo methodology
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growth is in place, and the region needs to focus more on development of
institutions to combine different sorts of knowledge to produce and export more
complex goods.
2. Regional Economic Complexity Index (RECI) reflects export potential of a
region – the multiplicity of its productive knowledge. If an region has high RECI,
it normally should be able to export many goods, because capabilities are in
place. If, however, it is not the case, this implies that production process is costly
and multiple barriers to business exist. In this case, policy-makers should pay
more attention to development of markets and improving business environment in
order to turn knowledge into products.
If the nRCA of an region falls into the first quartile of the corresponding
empirical distribution (that is below 5 for the scaled nRCA), RECI of such
regions is supposed to be between 1 and 30 (after 1-100 scaling) and assigned to
the average RECI in the sample, i.e. 15. It is hardly possible to adequately assess
economic complexity in case of very low diversification.
3. Contribution to Services Sector Index (CS) is included in the RCI as an
alternative to product complexity for services. It is calculated as a ratio between
the share of services in GRP of a certain region to an average share of services in
national GRP. If the region is leading by the Contribution to Services Sector but
lagging by other indicators, policy-makers should focus on capability building.
Production process itself could be easier in these regions due to better institutions
and welfare that are correlated with the level of service development. CS was
assessed on the services and GRP data provided by the Committee of Statistics of
the Republic of Kazakhstan.
4. Contribution to Processing Sector Index(PC) is constructed in the same way as
Contribution to Services Sector but concerns the share of processing in GRP. For
its calculation the data of GRP structure was used, also provided by the
Committee of Statistics.
In the Regional Capability Index (RCI), RECI and SC are combined into Complexity
dimension. nRCA stands for Diversity dimension and PC stands for Industrialization
dimension. RCI is a simple average of these four sub-indices:
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RCI  0.25  RECI  0.25  SC  0.25  nRCA  0.25  PC ,

(13)

where all four sub-indices are ranged on scale [1,100] by the following formula:

Ind i 

Ind i  min( Ind )
 99  1 for i = 1...16,
max( Ind )  min( Ind )

(14)

where Indi is the sub-index value for ith Kazakh region.

Capability Development Model represents regions’ dynamics in terms of RCI and all
four sub-indices. For this model we took data of 2002 and 2013 years in order to
calculate RCI, RECI, nRCA, SC and PC 2003 and 2014 (as usually indices are named the
next year after it was conducted).
Product Space for Kazakhstan regions is constructed in the same way as described in
section 5.2, with the only difference that it is based on the regions’ export matrix.

5.4. Capability and missing product’ analysis for the three pairs of regions

South Kazakhstan
Sector

Past

Present

Future

Number of RCAs =
15

Number of RCAs =
5

Number of proximity
products = 12

Average PCI = -0.21

Average PCI = -0.69

expected PCI = 0.24,
maximum PCI =
0.42

Stone, Glass and
Metals

Existing complex
RCAs:

New complex RCAs:

Top missing
products:

glassware for table,
kitchen, toilet etc
use nesoi

angles, shapes &
sections of iron &
non-alloy steel

wire, rods etc for
soldering etc & met
spray, bmpt

knives & blades for
machines &
appliances, b mt pt

copper plates,
sheets & strip, over
0.15mm thick

statuettes and other
ornamental ceramic
articles

containers for
compressed or
liquefied gas

aluminium waste
and scrap

flat-roll stainless
steel products, not
und 600mm wide

ceramic articles
nesoi
worked monument

sheet piling, welded
angles etc of iron or
steel
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etc stone & art
nesoi, granule etc

radiators, air
heaters etc, nonel &
parts, iron & steel

Number of RCAs =
11

Number of RCAs =
9

Number of proximity
products = 7

Average PCI = -0.25

Average PCI = -0.29

expected PCI = 0.40,
maximum PCI =
0.45

Chemicals, Plastics
and Rubbers

Existing complex
RCAs:

New complex RCAs:

Top missing
products:

sodium hydrox,
potass hydrox sod or
potass perox

Inorganic acids &
inorganic oxy
nonmet comp nesoi

plates, sheets,
profile shapes etc,
soft vulc rubber

containers (boxes,
bags etc), closurers
etc, plast
personal toilet etc
prep nesoi, shaving,
bath etc.
soap, organic surfact prep for soap
use, bars etc

antibiotics
veg alkaloids, nat
or synth & salts,
ethers etc.
sulfuric acid, oleum
diphosphorus
pentaoxide,
phosphoric acid etc

preparations for use
on the hair
preparations for
oral or dental
hygiene
personal toilet etc
prep nesoi, shaving,
bath etc.
organic surf-act
agents, preps &
cleaning preps

medicaments nesoi,
mixed or not, in
dosage etc fm
Number of RCAs =
18

Number of RCAs =
9

Number of proximity
products = 51

Average PCI = 0.31

Average PCI = 0.14

expected PCI = 0.24,
maximum PCI =
0.59

Machinery,
Transportation and
Complex instruments

Existing complex
RCAs:

New complex RCAs:

Top missing
products:

machines for
preparing textile
fibres & yarns

machinery for work
leather etc &
footwear etc, pts

balances, sensitivity
> =5 cg, w or w/o
wgt, & pts

machines, knitting,
stitch-bond, lace,
net etc.

calculating &
account machines,
cash registers etc

revolution &
production count,
taximeters etc, pts

machine tools for
working stone, etc &
glass

apparatus etc for
photo labs etc nesoi,
parts etc

inst etc for physical
etc anal etc,
microtome, pts

electrical insulators
of any material

mach for making up
pulp & paper, inc
cutters, pts

microphones,
loudspeakers, sound
amplifier etc, pt

electric transform,
static converters &
induct, pt

hydrometers,
thermometers,
pyrometers etc, pts
etc

washing machines,
household - or
laundry-type, pts
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Almaty Province

Sector

Past

Present

Future

Number of RCAs =
13

Number of RCAs =
36

Number of proximity
products = 37

Average PCI = -0.10

Average PCI = 0.03

expected PCI = 0.34,
maximum PCI = 0.62

Stone, Glass and
Metals

Existing complex
RCAs:

New complex RCAs:

Top missing
products:

articles of asphalt or
of similar material

wire of stainless
steel

springs & leaves for
springs, iron or steel

springs & leaves
for springs, iron or
steel

flat-roll stainless
steel products, not
und 600mm wide

glassware for lab,
hygienic or
pharmaceutical use

padlocks, locks &
keys & parts, of
base metal

bars & rods, st steel
nesoi, angles etc, st
steel

millstones etc for
grinding etc, various
materials

glass containers for
packing etc & glass
closures

stoves, ranges etc,
nonel domestic &
parts, iron & steel

nails, tacks etc of
copper etc, screws
etc, copper

knives & blades for
machines &
appliances, b mt pt

glassware for table,
kitchen, toilet etc
use nesoi

articles of lead,
nesoi

Number of RCAs =
5

Number of RCAs =
23

Number of proximity
products = 31

Average PCI = 0.33

Average PCI = 0.30

expected PCI = 0.48,
maximum PCI = 0.70

Chemicals, Plastics
and Rubbers

Existing complex
RCAs:

New complex RCAs:

Top missing
products:

preparations for use
on the hair

monofil, cr -sect
ovimm, rods, sticks
etc, plastics

silicones, in primary
forms

preparations for
oral or dental
hygiene
enzymes, prepared
enzymes nesoi
polishes & creams
for leather, wood
etc, scour prp
beauty, make -up &
skin-care prep,
manicure etc prp

heterocyclic
compounds nesoi

finishing agents etc
for textiles, paper etc
nesoi

carboxylic acid,
added oxygen &
anhy etc, hal etc

bandages etc coated
etc or in retail medic
etc fm

articles of plastics
(inc polymers &
resins) nesoi

natural rubber,
balata, gutta -percha,
guayule, chicle and
similar natural gums,
in primary forms or
in plates, sheets or
strip

polyethers,
expoxides &
polyesters, primary
forms

pickling preps for
metal, soldering etc
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powder etc
Number of RCAs =
12

Number of RCAs =
29

Number of proximity
products = 62

Average PCI = 0.31

Average PCI = 0.17

expected PCI = 0.29,
maximum PCI = 0.61

Machinery,
Transportation and
Complex
instruments

Existing complex
RCAs:

New complex RCAs:

Top missing
products:

gas, liquid or
electric supply etc
meters, parts

public-transport
type passenger
motor vehicles

balances, sensitivit y
> =5 cg, w or w/o
wgt, & pts

parts of railway or
tramway
locomotives or r
stock

bookbinding
machinery, incl
book-sewing, parts

milking machines &
dairy machinery &
parts

medical, surgical,
dental or vet inst, no
elec, pt

electromagnets,
permanent magnets
etc & parts

tools for working in
the hand, pneumatic
etc, pts

revolution &
production count,
taximeters etc, pts

turntables, record &
cassette players etc.

inst etc for physical
etc anal etc,
microtome, pts

Past

Present

Future

Number of RCAs =
9

Number of RCAs =
20

Number of proximity
products = 32

Average PCI = -0.37

Average PCI = -0.38

expected PCI = 0.31,

works trucks, selfprop, no lift, stat
tractors, pt
inst etc measure or
check flow, level
etc, pts etc
chassis w eng for
trac, mtr veh f
pass/gd & special
pur

Karagandy
Sector

maximum PCI = 0.56

Stone, Glass and
Metals

Existing complex
RCAs:

New complex RCAs:

Top missing
products:

copper foil (backed
or not) n/ov .15mm
th (ex back)

hard ware, fixtures,
castors etc & parts,
base metal

zinc bars, rods,
profiles and wire

flat-roll iron & na
steel un 600mm wd,
clad etc

flat-roll iron & na
steel n/un600mm
wd, clad etc

tubes, pipes &
hollow profiles
nesoi, iron & steel

radiators, air
heaters etc, nonel &
parts, iron & steel

flat-roll iron & na
steel un 600mm wd,
not clad etc

flat-roll iron & na
steel n/un600mm wd
cold-rl, no clad

sanitary ware &

bars & rods, iron &
na steel nesoi, h-r

bars & rods, iron &
na steel nesoi
wire, rods etc for
soldering etc & met
spray, bmpt
statuettes and other
ornamental ceramic
articles
screws, bolts, nuts,
washers etc, iron or
steel
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parts, iron or steel

etc

Number of RCAs =
6

Number of RCAs = 6
Average PCI = -0.15

Average PCI = 0.13

Number of proximity
products = 6
expected PCI = 0.45,
maximum PCI = 0.48

Chemicals, Plastics
and Rubbers

Existing complex
RCAs:

New complex RCAs:

Top missing
products:

plates, sheets,
profile shapes etc,
soft vulc rubber

polymers of vinyl
chloride etc., in
primary forms

plates, sheets,
profile shapes etc,
soft vulc rubber

compounded
rubber,
unvulcanised,
primary forms etc

plates, sheets, film,
foil & strip nesoi,
plastics

compounded rubber,
unvulcanised,
primary forms etc

retread or used pneu
tires, solid tires etc,
rubber

self-adhesive plates,
sheets, film etc of
plastics

salts of oxometallic
or peroxometallic
acids

containers (boxes,
bags etc), closurers
etc, plast

conveyor or
transmission belts
of vulcanized rubber
unvulc rubber
forms nesoi &
unvulc rubber
articles

glaziers putty, resin
cements, caulking
comps etc

sulfuric acid, oleum
Number of RCAs =
2

Number of RCAs = 3
Average PCI = 0.11

Average PCI = 0.03

Number of proximity
products = 34
expected PCI = 0.26,
maximum PCI = 0.54

Machinery,
Transportation and
Complex
instruments

Existing complex
RCAs:

New complex RCAs:

Top missing
products:

machines etc
having individual
functions nesoi, pt

calendering
machines etc nesoi
& cylinders, parts

electromagnets,
permanent magnets
etc & parts

pulley tackle &
hoists (exc skip),
winch etc, jaks

machinery for
working rubber &
plastic etc nesoi, pt

hydrometers,
thermometers,
pyrometers etc, pts
etc
parts for engine s of
heading 8407 or
8408
tools for working in
the hand, pneumatic
etc, pts
parts of railway or
tramway locomotives
or r stock

Pavlodar
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Sector

Past

Present

Future

Number of RCAs =
6

Number of RCAs =
13

Average PCI = -0.56

Average PCI = -0.47

Number of
proximity products
=3
expected PCI =
0.03,
maximum PCI =
0.03

Stone, Glass and
Metals

Existing complex
RCAs:

New complex RCAs:

Top missing
products:

cast articles nesoi,
of iron or steel

stranded wire,
cables etc of copper,
not elec ins

refractory ceramic
goods, retorts, tubes
etc nesoi

refractory bricks &
other refr ceramic
const art nesoi

hard ware, fixtures,
castors etc & parts,
base metal

fabricated asbestos
fibres, items of
mixtures etc

friction material &
art based on mineral
subst etc

ceramic articles
nesoi
articles of cement,
concrete or artificial
stone
copper waste and
scrap
ferroalloys

stranded wire,
cables etc,
aluminium, no elec
insul
mineral wools,
expanded mineral
material & mixture

Number of RCAs =
7

Number of RCAs = 6
Average PCI = 0.11

Average PCI = 0.19

Number of
proximity products
= 14
expected PCI =
0.36,
maximum PCI =
0.55

Chemicals, Plastics
and Rubbers

Existing complex
RCAs:

New complex RCAs:

Top missing
products:

antiknock preps &
other additives for
mineral oils
(including gasoline)
or for other liquids
used for the same
purposes as mineral
oils

hypochlorites etc,
chlorites,
hypobromites

colouring matter
nesoi, colouring
prep nesoi, etc.

prepared glues &
adhesives nesoi, glue
retail pack

plates, sheets,
profile shapes etc,
soft vulc rubber

polymers of
propylene or other
olefins, prim forms

preparations for use
on the hair

articles of plastics
(inc polymers &
resins) nesoi
polyethers,
expoxides &
polyesters, primary
forms
containers (boxes,

artificial graphite,
collodial graphite &
prep etc

self-adhesive
plates, sheets, film
etc of plastics

fluorides,
fluorosilicates,
fluoroaluminates etc
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bags etc), closurers
etc, plast
binders made for
foundry moulds or
cores; chemical
products and
preparations,
including residual
products, of the
chemical or allied
industries, nesoi
Number of RCAs =
8

Number of RCAs = 6
Average PCI = 0.09

Average PCI = 0.28

Number of
proximity products
= 28
expected PCI =
0.29,
maximum PCI =
0.58

Machinery,
Transportation and
Complex
instruments

Existing complex
RCAs:

New complex RCAs:

Top missing
products:

mach for cleaning
seed etc & work
cereal etc, pts

railway fixtures,
mech signaling,
safety, etc, eq

elec apparatus for
line telephony,
telephone sets, pts

insulated wire, cable
etc, opt sheath fib
cables

thermionic, cold
cathode or
photocathode tubes,
pt

agricult etc mach
for soil etc, lawn
rollers, pts

electric storage
batteries, incl
separators, parts

mach nesoi, ind
prep of food or
drink etc, parts

electronic integrated
circuits &
microassembl, pts

tractors (other than
works trucks) of
heading 8709

machine tools for
drilling, boring,
milling etc

electric light etc
equip, windshield
wipers etc, parts
inst etc for physical
etc anal etc,
microtome, pts
hydrometers,
thermometers,
pyrometers etc, pts
etc
electrical apparatus
for switching etc, ov
1000v

West Kazakhstan
Sector

Past

Present

Future

Number of RCAs = 2

Number of
RCAs = 3

Number of proximity products
=9

Average
PCI = 0.09

expected PCI = 0.30,

New
complex
RCAs:

Top missing products:

Average PCI = 0.35
Stone, Glass
and Metals
Existing complex RCAs:

knives & blades for

cast

maximum PCI = 0.56

zinc bars, rods, profiles and
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machines & appliances, b
mt pt
containers for
compressed or liquefied
gas

articles
nesoi, of
iron or
steel
multiplewalled
insulating
units of
glass
tubes,
pipes etc,
seamless,
iron nesoi
& steel

Number of RCAs = 0

Number of
RCAs = 1

wire
nails, tacks etc of copper etc,
screws etc, copper
wire, rods etc for soldering
etc & met spray, bmpt
screws, bolts, nuts, washers
etc, iron or steel
flat-roll stainless steel
products, not und 600mm wide

Number of proximity products
=0

Average
PCI = 0.39
Chemicals,
Plastics and
Rubbers

Existing complex RCAs:

New
complex
RCAs:

Top missing products:

-------------------------------

paints &
varnishes
nesoi,
water
pigments
for leather

------------------------------------

Number of RCAs = 14

Number of
RCAs = 2

Number of proximity products
=8

Average
PCI = 0.16

expected PCI = 0.36,

Existing complex RCAs:

New
complex
RCAs:

Top missing products:

electromechanical tools,
working in hand, parts

furnace
burners,
mechanical
stokers etc,
parts

auxiliary plant used with
boilers, condensers, pts

Average PCI = 0.29

Machinery,
Transportation
and Complex
instruments

inst etc for physical etc
anal etc, microtome, pts
tools for working in the
hand, pneumatic etc, pts
inst etc measure or check
flo w, level etc, pts etc
electric, laser or other
light or photon beam etc

maximum PCI = 0.48

compound optical
microscopes, parts &
accessories
machines etc for testing mech
prop of material, pt
industrial or lab elec furnaces
etc, parts
parts etc for typewriters &
other office machines
computer accessories

Atyrau
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Sector

Past

Present

Future

Number of RCAs =
0

Number of RCAs
=1

Number of proximity
products = 0

Average PCI = 0.10
Stone, Glass and
Metals

Existing complex
RCAs:

New complex
RCAs:

Top missing products:

-------------------

tanks etc, over
300 litter
capacity, iron or
steel

-------------------------------

Number of RCAs =
1

Number of RCAs
=0

Number of proximity
products = 0

Existing complex
RCAs:

New complex
RCAs:

Top missing products:

paints & varnishes
nesoi, water
pigments for
leather

------------------

-----------------------------------

Number of RCAs =
7

Number of RCAs
=6

Number of proximity
products = 29

Average PCI = 0.65

Average PCI = 1.61

expected PCI = 0.29,

Existing complex
RCAs:

New complex
RCAs:

Top missing products:

electromechanical
tools, working in
hand, parts

pulley tackle &
hoists (exc skip),
winch etc, jaks

revolution & production
count, taximeters etc, pts

vessels nesoi incl
warship/lifeboat ex
row boats

producer gas,
acetylene gas etc
generators &
parts

Average PCI = 0.39
Chemicals,
Plastics and
Rubbers

Machinery,
Transportation
and Complex
instruments

machines, solder
etc, gas surf temper
machines, pt
electric, laser or
other light or
photon beam etc
parts for
machinery of
headings 8425 to
8430

mech appl to
disperse liq etc,
sand etc blast
mach

maximum PCI = 0.56

inst etc for physical etc anal
etc, microtome, pts
hydrometers, thermometers,
pyrometers etc, pts etc
parts for engines of heading
8407 or 8408
electrical apparatus for
switching etc, ov 1000v

survey, hydrogr,
meteoro etc inst,
rangef etc, pts
containers for
one or more
modes of
transport
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